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ABSTRACT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF 
MIXED LENNARD-JONES ATOMIC CLUSTERS
by
Ronald P. White 
University o f New Hampshire, September, 2002
Using Monte Carlo simulation techniques, we have determined thermodynamic 
and structural properties o f argon-xenon and argon-krypton mixed noble gas clusters 
modeled by the Lennard-Jones potential. The efficiency and reliability o f the simulations 
were enhanced through the implementation of an advanced sampling technique, the 
parallel tempering method. Results have been obtained over a wide range o f temperature 
for all binary mixed cluster species containing up to fourteen atoms.
A primary focus in this work was the calculation o f  cluster free energies and other 
entropic thermodynamic quantities. These were obtained from simulations by calculating 
the cluster partition function through strategies involving potential scaling and 
thermodynamic integration. Using the free energies and other properties, clusters were 
compared in the context o f chemical reaction thermodynamics. The associated trends were 
interpreted in terms o f cluster structural characteristics.
xi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
With the advent o f  computer research, it is possible to simulate the behavior o f 
many-body molecular systems based on proposed intermolecular potentials o f the atoms 
or molecules o f  interest. 1*3 Common systems include bulk solids, liquids, and solutions as 
well as macro-molecular systems such as bio-molecules and polymers. These simulations 
are capable o f  yielding (bulk) thermodynamic properties, which for example, could be 
compared with experiments. Perhaps even more importantly, these simulated properties 
can then be explained in terms o f molecular level information.
A popular area o f  computer simulation research is in the study o f gaseous 
aggregates o f  atoms or molecules known as clusters. 6 *8 They are interesting because they 
can also be studied experimentally, and furthermore, they lend themselves well to 
theoretical treatments. These systems have been used repeatedly as test cases in the 
development o f  advanced theory and simulation techniques. They are also interesting 
because they are capable o f  exhibiting bulk-like as well as molecule-like behavior. Their 
finite size can give rise to non-monotone trends in their properties as size is varied.
In this dissertation, we will study the thermodynamic properties o f  mixed clusters 
o f rare gas atoms. We have performed extensive simulations o f  these systems, and a wide
1
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variety o f results will be presented. The centerpiece o f these results is the mixed cluster 
free energy.
Cluster Free Energies
The cluster free energy is important for a number o f reasons. It can be used, for 
example, to determine the concentration o f any particular cluster type in an imperfect 
gas. 9 ' 13 Once the free energy is available, other thermodynamic quantities can be obtained 
using standard thermodynamic manipulations. Thermodynamic properties o f individual 
clusters can be investigated. The definition o f “phase” o f a microscopic system can be 
addressed . 6 In addition, the traditional data for “chemical reactions” o f clusters are 
accessible, such as enthalpies o f reaction, entropies o f reaction, configurational entropies, 
and so on. Though not a focus in this work, cluster formation free energies are also 
important in nucleation theory . 14 ' 21 Here, the concentration o f  the “critical cluster size” is 
a prime objective because it acts as a free energy barrier to nucleation.
As a perspective, we consider the question o f determining the concentrations o f 
the various types o f clusters in an imperfect gas given some overall thermodynamic 
conditions such as temperature, overall density, etc.. This is not a trivial problem. One 
could imagine attacking it by conducting a large scale simulation o f  an imperfect gas and 
obtaining average cluster concentrations by counting the occurrence o f the clusters over 
the course o f the simulation. Though this is workable in some cases, it should not be 
expected to be very reliable o r efficient in many circumstances. For instance, this method 
would be expected to fail for situations o f  low gas density or when trying to count larger
2
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(less frequently observed) clusters. One would also expect limitations when using more 
complex (computationally expensive) potential models to  describe the system (such as 
for molecular clusters). In all o f these cases, the method would be limited by not having 
extensive enough sampling (in the simulations) to obtain reliable average values. 
Furthermore, the cluster concentrations obtained from a bulk simulation would only be 
good for those specific conditions simulated. If, for example, concentrations at a different 
overall gas density were desired, another bulk simulation would be required.
Rather than “counting clusters” it is better to calculate the free energy o f 
formation o f each cluster type directly. The method that we will employ is thus more 
elegant. It was pioneered in papers such as the one by Lee, Barker, and Abraham (LBA ) 9  
and others . 10 ' 1 3 ,2 2  It is essentially an application of some simple thermodynamic theory 
(such as the law o f mass action) to a reasonable model o f  the imperfect gas. The technique 
does require the use of Molecular Dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, but 
in this case, each cluster is simulated individually.
We briefly summarize the method as follows.
• Consider, in turn, cluster types o f  a specific size and composition (stoichiometry).
• Define these clusters based on the configurational proximity o f  the atoms.
• View the clusters as molecules.
=j> These close groupings o f  atoms are thus characterized using the appropriate 
interatomic potential to describe the “intra-molecular” interactions.
3
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• Furthermore by viewing the clusters more specifically as ideal gas molecules (that is,
“molecule-molecule” interactions are assumed to be zero), the bulk gas phase
properties o f each species (cluster type) can then be readily calculated.
This is done by:
=> Calculating ideal gas-like molecular (or cluster) partition functions for each 
cluster type;
=> Obtaining cluster free energies, entropies, chemical potentials, and other 
thermodynamic properties in terms o f these molecular partition functions.
• Utilize the gas phase cluster thermodynamic properties for such purposes as:
=> Applying cluster formation free energies for the calculation o f  naturally occurring 
cluster concentrations in an imperfect gas; (i.e. An imperfect gas can reasonably 
be interpreted as a chemically equilibrated reaction mixture o f clusters.)
=*> Comparing clusters by featuring the thermodynamics o f  various types o f 
“cluster chemical reactions” which create or interconvert them;
=> Interpreting the associated thermodynamic values in terms o f individual cluster 
structural characteristics.
Central to this development is the cluster partition function, which is intimately 
related to the free energy. The evaluation o f  the cluster partition function is not trivial. In 
many cases a single simulation can readily yield average thermodynamic properties that 
are mechanical in nature, such as the potential energy or other quantities that are simply
4
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related to the atomic coordinates. Entropic thermodynamic variables, on the other hand, 
cannot simply be averaged from instantaneous “snapshots” o f the system over the course 
o f the simulation. Rather than being related to a single configuration, the partition function 
and its associated entropic quantities are related to the nature o f thermodynamic 
distribution as a whole.
Considerable theory must be invoked and careful planning is required to obtain the 
value o f the cluster partition function via simulation. Much o f Chapter II will be devoted 
to describing this effort. In Section [II.A] we will introduce the mixed cluster partition 
function and we will explain how it is related to  the bulk (mixed) imperfect gas. In Section 
[II.B] we will discuss methods by which the partition function can be evaluated. Sections 
[HE, F, and G] will be devoted to the calculation o f key thermodynamic quantities in 
terms o f the cluster partition function and other results obtained from cluster simulations.
The Model Potential
Our goal is to calculate the properties o f  mixed rare gas atom clusters. In 
particular, we have chosen to simulate argon-xenon and argon-krypton mixed systems.
The model interatomic potential is the well known Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 potential, 2 3
rjj is the pair distance between atoms i and j, and Cjj and Oj, are for one o f three interaction 
types. (eAA, o AA and ebb , cjbb for “like” A pairs and B pairs and for mixed
[1]
5
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pairs) The model parameters appropriate for Ar-Xe and Ar-Kr mixed systems are given 
in Table [m .l] . The corresponding potential curves are pictured in Figs. [1.1] and [1.2]. 
The total potential energy o f  the cluster, U(r), (r represents the set o f atomic coordinates) 
is the sum of all pair interactions and is given by
[2]
where i and j run from 1 to n, the total number of atoms in the cluster.
Simulations
There are two major methods used for the simulation o f molecular systems. 1 - 5  
These are Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD). In the MD method the 
evolution o f  an N particle system is tracked by solving the equations o f motion where the 
forces (F j) are dictated by the intermolecular potential (U ) (and Fj = -VjU). The MD 
simulation can be run under a variety o f desired conditions. The simplest of these 
corresponds to the constant (N,V,E) ensemble. However methods have been developed 
for simulations at other thermodynamically important conditions o f  constant (N,V,T) or 
(N,p,T ) . 2 4  Ultimately, properties o f interest can be calculated from time averages (where 
the time average is assumed to  be equivalent to the ensemble average given a long enough 
simulation) o f  various quantities during the simulation. M onte Carlo (MC) methods are 
generally characterized by the generation o f random moves in the coordinates that 
describe the system. The canonical ensemble (constant (N,V,T)) can be simulated by 
using standard Metropolis M onte Carlo sampling23 and, as in MD, a number o f
6
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thermodynamic and structural properties can be determined by averaging over generated 
configurations.
The MD and MC methods are both important in the simulation o f  clusters. For a 
finite system, the concept of temperature is a consideration. A constant energy simulation 
(such as in MD) would be appropriate to describe the behavior o f  a cluster as it evolves 
in vacuo. For clusters that are in equilibrium with an ambient bulk phase, constant 
temperature (MC or MD) simulations would be the most appropriate. In the simulation 
of bulk systems, there is very good agreement between constant energy and constant 
temperature ensembles. For the most part, this is also true for clusters, although the 
disagreements can be interesting, and have been described in detail elsewhere . 2 6 ' 2 8  In this 
work we focus on the MC technique in the canonical ensemble.
Sampling
Although the simulations will be performed on single clusters, it is well known 
that these systems are not always trivial to sample accurately . 8 ,2 9  The general concern in 
MC or MD simulations (of systems such as liquids, solutions, clusters, etc.) is to achieve 
efficient sampling o f  all important parts o f the phase space. The average properties will 
not be correctly calculated if regions that are important to the thermodynamics are not 
sampled with the proper thermodynamic weight. This problem is a result o f energy 
barriers and/or entropic bottlenecks that lie between the thermodynamically significant 
low-lying potential energy minima. The barrier/bottleneck regions, in themselves, do not 
necessarily contribute significantly to  the average thermodynamic properties. However, in
7
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standard MC and MD simulations, it is vital that they are traversed so that the important 
regions can be accessed. The problem can be particularly acute for certain cluster types in 
which the path between significant regions is difficult to find “by chance” and at low 
temperatures where visitation to higher energy regions becomes increasingly disfavored.
The effects described above can be understood by taking, as an example, the 
standard MC simulation technique. Here, a “biased” random walk is conducted in the 
(configurational) coordinates that describe the system. In this scheme, the “walker” 
attempts to access/sample new geometries through small random displacements in the 
coordinates. “Uphill” moves (any move that would result in an increase in the potential 
energy) are accepted with a probability that is equivalent to the Boltzmann factor for that 
energy change (and the chosen simulation temperature). In the limit o f infinite sampling 
the average properties o f  the walker (in other words, the average o f  the properties o f all of 
the accepted configurations) must approach the true thermodynamic properties o f the 
system. In practice, average properties can often be successfully calculated from 
simulations o f finite length. But o f course, there is no guarantee for simulations to be 
successful in all cases. This is why one tries to run the simulations as long as practically 
feasible so as to increase the reliability o f the results. In some cases, long simulation runs 
are still not enough to provide convergence to the correct results. These problems often 
appear at low temperature where the Boltzmann factor for uphill moves is very low. 
Under these conditions, it is easy for the walker to become trapped (for a long time) in a 
single potential minimum. I f  there are other important minima that need to  be sampled,
8
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the simulation will become unreliable because the walker will have difficulties in accessing 
these regions and thus incorporating their properties into the overall average.
A famous example o f a very difficult sampling problem occurs in the U 3 8  cluster 
where the (fee packed) global energy minimum is configurationally very different from the 
other low lying minima (which are based on icosahedral packing) . 3 0 ' 3 4  In this particular 
case, the global minimum is thermodynamically important for temperatures where barrier 
crossing is difficult. Within this temperature regime, there are temperatures where the low 
lying icosahedrally based minima are also important. A standard sampling technique is 
required to traverse “long distances” (that is multiple geometry changes) through 
energetically unfavorable terrain many times to reliably sample both thermodynamically 
significant regions. It has been only recently (and through more sophisticated methods) 
that accurate simulation in this transition (temperature) regime has been accomplished . 30 ,31
As stated above, we intend to simulate mixed LJ clusters. Although the clusters 
we consider in detail are small (14 atoms and fewer), they are much more challenging to 
simulate than their pure analogues. In particular, there is a significant increase in the 
number o f  geometrically distinct local energy minima with the loss o f permutational 
symmetry. This has the consequence o f increasing the number of energetically low-lying 
minima separated significantly in the configuration space. At low temperature, adequately 
sampling all these minima becomes problematic. The problem is most acute when the 
lowest minima differ in energy by only small amounts. Furthermore, the loss o f 
degeneracy in mixed clusters requires more distinct labeling o f the geometry not necessary
9
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when all atoms are interchangeable. Thus, accessing particular geometries is also 
associated with more entropically demanding rearrangements.
A number o f modified simulation methods have been developed in the past decade 
or so that were designed to improve effective sampling. 2 9 ,3 3 ' 4 0  A good example is a 
technique known as jump-walking (J-walking) . 2 9 ,3 3 ' 3 7  J-walking can remedy the typical 
problems encountered at low temperatures by reducing the need to traverse barriers 
between important regions. Here a walker at low temperature attempts transitions to a 
configuration in an ensemble generated at high temperature. Thus as the low T walker 
attempts to access structures in the high T distribution, it will effectively have the 
opportunity to  “jump” over barrier regions directly into other energetically favorable 
minima. The high T walk is typically capable o f accessing all significant regions of 
configurational space. Furthermore, as long as the temperature is judiciously selected (in 
other words, is not too high), geometries that are important at low T will still be sampled 
with significant frequencies.
A more recent development is the parallel tempering method . 3 0 ,4 1 " 46 This technique 
is similar in spirit to J-walking. Furthermore, it is particularly easy to implement. Very 
roughly, the strategy is to conduct two (or more) walks at high and low temperatures 
simultaneously (in “parallel”). Occasionally the walkers attempt to swap configurations. 
Thus, as in J-walking, geometries from configurational regions accessed in a high T walk 
can be passed to the low T walk which, left to its own devices, would have had trouble 
accessing these regions on its own.
10
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In this Dissertation, we will develop the parallel tempering M onte Carlo method, 
and apply it to mixed Lennard-Jones clusters. Parallel tempering will be described in detail 
in Section [II.H]. Details o f the implementation o f the technique in the simulations will be 
described in Section [II.I].
11
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Figure p.I]: Lennard-Jones Pair Potentials for Ar-Ar, Ar-Xe, and Xe-Xe Interactions
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Figure [1.2]: Lennard-Jones Pair Potentials for Ar-Ar, Ar-Kr, and Kr-Kr Interactions
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CHAPTER H
THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION
A: The Mixed Cluster Molecular Partition Function 
The purpose o f  this section is to define the molecular partition function for a 
mixed cluster and relate it to the overall partition function of a (mixed) imperfect gas. The 
phase space o f  an imperfect gas can, to a good approximation, be separated into regions 
where physical clusters grouped as one-, two-, three- etc. atoms interact with each other 
but have negligible interaction with other physical clusters. The general expression for the 
overall partition function can therefore be replaced by the more convenient language of 
molecular partition functions.9
Physical clusters will be defined on the basis o f configurational proximity 
(closeness o f the atoms). The exact definition will be discussed later in the paper. This 
definition will include some configurations where the atoms are not technically bound. 
This though, does not prevent us from constructing a well defined and workable molecular 
partition function for these species that works in much the same way as for true gas 
molecules. We will then calculate the chemical potential o f the cluster which is a function 
o f this molecular partition function and the cluster concentration.
A word on notation: We will be considering variables associated with mixed 
atomic clusters represented by the chemical formula, AaBb, where n = a + b is the total
14
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number o f atoms in the cluster. We will identify any variable associated with the cluster 
AaBb by subscripting the variable with the values o f  a and b written as “a,b” . For 
example, we would express the number, N, o f clusters that contain two A atoms and three 
B atoms as N2J . Monomers carry a special significance so we will at times (when the 
context is clear) use the subscripts “A” and “B” instead o f “1,0” and “0,1” respectively. 
We express the total configurational partition function, Q, for a mixed imperfect
gas as
where 0 is 1/kT (k is the Boltzmann constant), N ‘A and S ‘B are the total number o f  A and 
B atoms, and Ut is the total potential energy. The integration is carried out (for each atom) 
over the total volume, V, and r and s are used to  represent the coordinates o f  A and B 
atoms respectively. Thus dn is the Cartesian volume element o f A atom 1 and so on. 
Equation [II.Al] is written so as to feature the quantity on the right as the total partition 
function for a system o f  distinguishable particles.
If  we were to consider one particular assignment, 0, o f these labeled atoms to  a
specific set of physical clusters, {Na b}°, we would have a total o fN c° clusters which we
could index and order in a specific way. For example, we could specify that the first Ni,0 
clusters were the A monomers, the next N0i] clusters were the B monomers the next N 2 0 , 
pure A dimers, and so on. The configuration integral for this assignment, which would be 
a portion o f the integral in Eq. [II.A1], could be expressed as
15
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0
fcx^{-pUt]irr .drNldsl..dsN,B
-  f j je x p [- /J l / ,]d rv  A  , A , - A ,
[H.A2]
where (in the lower form) the product runs from i= l to  i= Nc° . We have expressed the
integral for this assignment in terms o f a product o f  “physical cluster integrals” . In so
doing, we have ignored the potential interactions between atoms on different clusters. 
Thus, Uj is the total interaction potential between the atoms in cluster i. Also, we use the 
symbol, * i, to identify the specific region over which the particles in cluster i are
integrated. In this (lower) form we also note that all o f  the particles can be identified by 
their number within the cluster and the cluster number, i, to which they belong. We 
further note that this and any other assignment must satisfy the constraints,
It is desirable at this point to make a few brief comments regarding the physical 
cluster integrals in Eq. [H.A2]. If  i is a (free) monomer, its integration region, * i , is simply
over the total volume, V, o f the gas (or more accurately, the total “non-excluded” volume 
which accounts for cluster-cluster overlapping). Furthermore the Boltzmann factor 
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monomer is simply given by V. For any grouping/cluster o f two or more atoms, the 
integration region, * i, is more complex. Typically one could imagine this region as being
such that the cluster as a whole can move about V, but there are restrictions on how far 
the atoms in the cluster can be from one another. Any configuration space that lies 
outside o f  these “restrictions” belongs to a different cluster assignment. The physical 
cluster integral for clusters o f two or more atoms will generally contain a factor of V, 
because the whole cluster can translate. However, the remaining integral (which must 
account for relative atomic displacements) is in general, non-trivial. Adjustments to the 
physical cluster integrals which account for excluded volume effects can be made.9 In this 
work, we will ignore these effects for the benefit o f making the analysis more 
straightforward.
Many o f  the physical cluster integrals in Eq. [II.A2] have the same value because 
they have the same stoichiometry, a,b . It is therefore convenient to classify and annotate 
each type o f physical cluster integral as
“ / exp[~pUab ]dry.dradsy.dsb
[II.A4]
where again, the asterisk serves as a reminder that the integration is carried out over a 
special region that corresponds to the defining space o f  the cluster. Furthermore, rather 
than forming the product (Eq. [H.A2]) over the series, i, it can be taken over all cluster 
types, indexed by a ,b , in the particular assignment, 0 . Thus Eq. [II .A2] can be re- 
expressed as
17
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[n.A5]
The total integral in Eq. [II. A l] can now be constructed in terms o f the 
development in Eq. [II.A5]. This is done by summing up all o f the possible integrals o f 
the type in Eq. [II.A5] subject to the constraints in Eqs. [H.A3a] and [II.A3b]. (In other 
words, the total integral in Eq. [II. A l] is the sum o f the configuration integrals for each 
possible distinct cluster assignment.) We recognize that there can be many labeled 
assignments, 0, (many sets, (Na b}°) which all give rise to  the same set o f  numbers o f 
cluster types (for example: Nii0 A monomers, N0iJ B monomers, N2,o A dimers, etc.) 
regardless o f  which labeled atoms were used. We will call this numerically distinct set of 
cluster numbers simply {Na,b}. And we find that the number o f labeled assignments that 
all give the set {Nab} is
I f  we multiply the configuration integral for a particular labeled assignment (eqn. [H. A5]) 
by this value (eqn. [II. A6]) and sum the result over all numerically distinct sets o f  cluster 
numbers (all { N ^ J’s, again subject to Eqs. [II.A3a] and [D.A3b]) we will cover all 
possible assignments and thus get the total configuration integral for a mixed imperfect gas 
o f labeled particles:
[II.A6]
18
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a.a
pi.A7]
Dividing this result by we obtain the total configurational partition function o f
the mixed imperfect gas:
Q ~ w h n .A B
[H.A8]
where we have introduced the notation qab -  qaj,'/a\b \ .
Using this we can identify the configurational molecular partition for a cluster, 
AaBb , which is given by
1 ***
qa.b -  —  f  exp[- p u a,b \tr, ■ <badS\ - A
[II.A9]
For completeness, we also give the total (including the momentum space contribution) 
partition function, Z , and the total molecular partition function, za b, as




“  a 3a  A3b ^a .b
A*A fl [II.A11]
where 1/A ^  fh  ( m ^  is the mass o f  an A or B atom and h is Planck’s
constant).
19
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It is common to take Q as a single term (one set o f  numbers, {Ho,}) in the 
summation in Eq. [II.A8],47,48 thereby giving
ab' . [H.A12]
A single term would be appropriate for describing the hypothetical state o f a pure gas of 
AaBb clusters. A single term (the maximum term, in this case) is also sufficient to  describe 
the fully chemically equilibrated imperfect gas wherein there is an equilibrium distribution 
of cluster concentrations.9 In view o f Eq. [II. A 12], we recognize the chemical potential, 
m,b , o f any cluster, AaBb , as
<24
a,b
<2V J  I dNab ;  \ N abj
a -b /  V.T.W *, V a b  '  V . T . N * ,  V a-b >  ^ [II.A13]
where A = -kTlnZ is the Helmholtz free energy o f  the gas and the subscript, x,y , is used 
to represent all clusters other than the cluster represented by a,b. (The right hand form of 
the equation was obtained using the Stirling approximation.) In the case o f a hypothetical 
pure gas o f  AaBb clusters, pa,b can be recognized as the “per molecule” (or “per cluster”) 
Gibbs free energy, Ga b.
We note that the expression for pa b has the same form as for an ideal gas. We 
intend to use these chemical potentials to characterize equilibrium relationships involving 
“cluster chemical reactions” (such as the cluster formation reaction, from which we can 
calculate cluster concentrations). The workup will follow standard classical
20
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thermodynamic treatments for ideal gas chemical reaction equilibria. In these standard 
treatments, the equilibrium condition for a chemical reaction is given by
where Vj is the reaction stoichiometric coefficient o f  species j .
W e remarked above that the fully equilibrated cluster distribution in an imperfect 
gas is described by the set o f cluster numbers which gives the maximum term o f the form 
in Eq. [II.A12]. This is the most probable term. All variations o f cluster numbers subject 
to the constraints in Eqs. [II.A3a] and [II.A3b] must result in zero change to a term o f 
this form when it is at its maximum. Any variation for a specific cluster reaction is a 
subset o f  these variations. We can verify the right hand form for the chemical potential in 
Eq. [II.A13] upon its use in any reaction equilibrium expression given by Eq. [II.A14], In 
this context, Eq. [II.A14] specifies that the variation imposed by the chemical reaction 
must produce no change in a term o f the form in Eq. [II. A 12] (remembering that all non­
participating species are fixed). This reaction equilibrium expression, described by the 
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B: Evaluation of the Cluster Molecular Partition Function:
Thermodynamic Integration and Scaling
In this section we discuss some general methods that are commonly used to 
calculate free energy changes.49'54 They will be applied, in our case, to calculate the 
configurational molecular partition function given in Eq. [II.A9]. For all but the most 
trivial cases, this molecular partition function cannot be evaluated analytically or by direct 
numerical quadrature. This is due, of course, to the high dimensionality o f  the problem 
and more importantly, the nonseparability o f  the Hamiltonian. The latter is the result o f 
coupling in the bond distances upon which the total cluster potential energy, U(r), 
depends. Therefore, as is commonly the case in free energy calculations, we need to resort 
to more indirect means.
In the development that follows we will temporarily relax the “a,b” mixed cluster 
notation (because the distinction is not necessary here). The letter r will represent the set 
o f  coordinates o f  the atoms in the cluster, while rj, will refer to a particular atom-atom pair 
distance. Thus, U(r) is the total cluster potential energy and ufrj) is a contributing pair 
interaction. Also in this development, we will be introducing a new variable, the coupling 
(or scaling) parameter, k. This continuous parameter is commonly incorporated into 
model interaction potentials for the purpose o f  smoothly mapping one model system o f 
interest (at into another (at Xf,nil).
22
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Derivatives o f the log of the partition function give rise to ensemble average 
expressions. For instance, the derivative of the log o f  the molecular partition function 
with respect to the temperature (or more conveniently, p = 1/kT) is related to the average 
potential energy of the cluster at that temperature:
dP p i.B l]
Since quantities such as the potential energy, U(r), are unambiguously defined, we can 
typically evaluate these derivatives through the use o f  MD or MC simulation. I f  we 
conduct a series o f simulations at incremented temperature values, we can (numerically) 
integrate a total change in the log o f the molecular partition function over that series of 
points. Similar integrations are also possible with other independent variables and their 
corresponding ensemble averaged derivatives. This in itself is powerful. Changes in the log 
o f  the partition function are often all that is necessary to calculate free energy changes 
(and equilibrium constants) for many processes o f interest.49'51
Even more powerful is to calculate an absolute value for the molecular partition 
function by extending the integration to a reference point where q can be (directly) 
evaluated.9,55 Following LBA,9 we will use a reference point where the Boltzmann factor 
(in q above) is equal to unity. What this corresponds to physically is the cluster at 
infinite temperature or, alternatively, the cluster at some finite temperature with the inter- 
particle interactions switched off through the use o f  a coupling parameter, X.
Methods involving potential scaling, wherein U = U(r, X) is made to  be a function 
o f  both r and X, are very common in the calculation o f  free energy changes. One also
23
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obtains an ensemble average expression when the derivative o f  the log o f the partition 
function is taken with respect to  X. The general form is
d \n q
BX \ U  . 0I.B2]
The quantity to be averaged (in brackets) is typically a simple function related to the 
potential energy and is easily calculated at each step during the simulation. In this case, a 
number o f  simulations are conducted at incremented values o f  X (typically mapped from 
X =0 to X =1) where the value o f the ensemble averaged derivative is specific to the value 
of X for the simulation. Integration o f Eq. [D.B2] over X will thus yield the change in Inq 
for a system described by U(r, X^,,]) going to a system described by U(r, Xfinil), at some 
(constant) temperature, 0 . To be useful, one or both o f the endpoints o f the integration
should be physically meaningful states o f interest, though the intermediate points need 
not be.
A simple form of linear potential scaling is for instance one where all o f the 
particle interactions in the cluster are expressed as
^(r.X) -  j A u f / - ) -At/(r)
,<j [D.B3]
In this case the derivative o f  Inq , Eq. [II.B2], is given by
.  -0 < l/(r ) ) .
. [D.B4]
This derivative requires the average value o f the full (unsealed) interaction potential, at 
temperature 0, for a system whose interaction potential is XU(r).
24
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An important relation can be made for this scaled system upon inspection of its 
Boltzmann factor, which is given by exp[-(3XU(r)]. It is possible to imagine the coupling
parameter, X, acting on (3 (rather than U(r)). This is seen to have the effect o f scaling (3 to 
a new temperature. Absorbing X into a “new” (3, we can see that computing a change in 
Inq over temperature using Eq. [II.B1] can just as well be interpreted as an integration o f 
Eq. [II.B4] over the proper corresponding values o f X. Thus the use o f  Eq. [U.B1] is,
equivalently, a form o f linear potential scaling. Incidentally, there are other forms of linear 
(and nonlinear) scaling that do not correspond to a continuous temperature mapping. In 
these cases the scaling is used to map the (alchemical) change o f one system described by 
a (non-zero) potential, U0(r) to a new system with potential, U ^r).49'51 Here, the 
derivative in Eq. [II.B2] is associated with the difference in the potentials o f the two 
systems.
Integration ofEq. [II.B1] to effect a temperature change generally works quite well 
over many temperature ranges. But there are some practical difficulties encountered when 
the integration is extended up to our reference state at infinite temperature. These 
problems are quite characteristic o f  linear scaling.49,51,56*58
If we view the integration in terms o f Eqs. [II.B3] and [II.B4], we note that 
infinite temperature is equivalent to  X = 0. p in this case would correspond to the final 
temperature which would be reached when X = 1. In simulations where X is very nearly 
zero (infinite T) the particles in the system can approach to very small interparticle 
separations because the repulsive part o f  the potential which normally keeps them at
25
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larger distances has been switched off However, the derivative quantity being averaged 
(Eq. [HB1] or [II.B4]) is the full interaction energy. Due to large fluctuations as various 
high energy overlaps occur, U(r) (and thus the derivative) will become difficult to average 
and will ultimately diverge as infinite T (X = 0) is approached. Though the integral
converges, care must be taken to conduct the integration properly. This often means more 
careful sampling and quadrature around the difficult regions.
An interesting nonlinear potential scaling, known as separation-shifted scaling,39 
was introduced for the purpose o f free energy calculations in situations similar to this one 
where particle interactions are switched on from the non-interacting state. The associated 
pair potential is given by
Fig. [D.B1], the pair potential is shown for several X values. At X = 1, we note that the 
potential reduces to the LJ potential (given in Eq. [1.1]). As required for our reference 
state, the potential is zero when X = 0. For mixed clusters, we will need to  have a set o f 
potential parameters ( e ,  a , and often 6) specific to  each o f the interaction types. We will 
ignore this distinction here since it will be discussed later.
[II.B5]
where, if we scale all o f  the particles,
[IIB6]
6 is called the shift parameter and will influence the potential energy values for X * l . in
26
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The utility of this scaling is apparent upon inspection o f the derivative with 
respect to  A:
We notice that as r^  goes to zero the shift parameter (for all X. * 1) keeps the derivative 
(as well as the potential itself (see Eq. [II.B5])) from becoming arbitrarily large. Thus as 
this potential is switched off and the particles are allowed to sample small values, the 
average value o f  this derivative will not diverge. This property provides a clear alternative 
to the undesirable characteristics o f linear scaling at small A (high T).
There are other helpful forms of nonlinear scaling available,52,37,58 not all o f  which 
have the non-divergence feature at small r .^ We have chosen separation-shifted scaling for 
this reason as well as for the fact that the shift parameter value is arbitrary. The choice of 
5 value will not change the end points o f the integration. But different 6 values do 
correspond to  different paths (some better/more efficient than others) thus providing a 
forum for comparison.
M rt ,k)
dk [ ( / • 2 + < 5 ( l - A ) ) 6  (r? + 5 ( 1  -  A ) ) 3  j
[H.B7]
and, if  we scale all of the particles,
[B.B8]
2 7
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Our general strategy will be to evaluate the molecular partition function using both 
Eqs. [I1.B1] and [II.B2]. We will implement separation-shifted scaling to “form” the 
clusters (over X) at a single temperature from the directly calculable non-interacting
reference state. Integration o f Eq. [II.B2] for this process will thus yield the value o f  q at 
that temperature. Using this value o f  q as a “starting point”, we will then calculate the 
value o f q at other temperatures by integrating Eq. [II.B1]. The strategy above will require 
simulations o f  the separation-shifted model system over a range o f coupling parameter 
values, and simulations of the standard LJ model system over a range of temperature.
28
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Figure [II.B1]: Ar-Ar Separation-Shifted Scaled Potential 
(X values of: 0 .05 ,0 .1 ,0 .2 ,0 .4 ,0 .6 ,0 .8 , and 1) <& = 10 A2)
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C: Cluster Definition
At this point we discuss our particular choice o f  cluster definition. In Section 
[II. A] above, it was pointed out that we would recognize a group of atoms as a physical 
cluster i f  they were sufficiently close to one another. Though any particular definition is 
somewhat arbitrary, this definition should at least agree reasonably well with any 
intuitive notion o f what a cluster o f atoms should look like if one were to view a snapshot 
o f an imperfect gas. This definition should furthermore be in reasonable agreement with 
the assumption in Eq. [II.A2] where it was assumed that all o f  the contribution to  the 
total potential energy o f  the gas comes from intra-cluster interactions. A final requirement 
is computational convenience. With these factors in mind, we define our clusters such that 
a group o f  n atoms form a cluster whenever each o f  the atoms is no further than a 
(“constraining”) distance, R« , from the position, R  , o f  their mutual number center:
(The number center would be the same as the center o f  mass if  the cluster were pure A or 
pure B.) Given that the above constraints are satisfied, the group o f atoms as a whole can
30
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[H.Cl]
for all i = l,a  , and
[H.C2]
for all j = l , b , where
[H.C3]
range throughout the (macroscopic) volume, V. Technically, this volume should be some 
small amount less than the total volume of the gas to account for what would be 
configurational overlap (excluded volume effects) with (the defined space of) other
have, for convenience, done so.
We chose the cluster defining/constraining radii (Rc values) to be similar to the 
standard constraining radii used in LBA.9 That is, for pure clusters, we take
—xl$  « V « 5nv.
* \  [H.C4]
where vb is the “per atom” bulk volume (solid) for A (or B) atoms. For mixed clusters, we 
use R  such that
clusters in the gas. It is not unreasonable in many cases to ignore this distinction and we
[D.C5]
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D: Calculating the Reference Integral 
In order to evaluate q^t,, we need to integrate the change in qa,b (hiq«,b) from a 
calculable reference state. We employ the strategy developed in LBA to obtain this 
reference value. We start by rewriting the molecular partition function as
where we have (to simplify further manipulations) changed the particle indexing to a 
number, 1 through n, the number o f atoms in the cluster, (ex. We could take the first a
not to matter in this development.) We now change from Cartesian coordinates to 
“number center coordinates” (where these would be “center o f mass coordinates” if the 
cluster were pure A or pure B) In this system, we have the (3) coordinates, R, o f the 
number center, the remaining coordinates, r{ , describe the location o f n-1 o f the particles 
relative to the number center:




The location o f  the “n01” particle is determined from the relationship,
32
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.-n -i p i.D 4]
After rewriting the molecular partition function in terms o f these coordinates and 
integrating the coordinates of the number center, R, over the total volume, we obtain
n3 in Eq. [II.D5] is the Jacobian for the coordinate transformation. We maintain the 
notation, *a,b, such that it remains understood that the coordinates, T\ through rn.i ' must 
range in such a way that fo ra ,, i=  1>n
We choose as a reference state the cluster at infinite temperature (P = 0). We 
stated in Section [II.B] that this reference state can equivalently be interpreted (q,,b would 
have the same value) as the cluster at some finite temperature with the particle-particle 
interactions “switched off’ (through the use o f a coupling parameter). In this case, the 
Boltzmann factor in qa b is equal to unity. We can express the reference value for q^b as
[D.D5]
where
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By casting the integral in Eq. [II.D8] in terms o f step functions and then taking Fourier 
transforms, LBA9 reduced the expression to a one dimensional integral given by 
M  -a \ " ‘ -„-i W  s in x -  jrcosx\ n 2 1
[ - 3 J o {  ?  )  X d X
13 V*‘/  L y W J [n.D9]
This integral can easily be evaluated numerically. f(n), in the latter form of Eq. [II.D9], is 
consistent with its usage in LBA (where it appears as “a(N)”)- We give values o f f(n) for 
n = 2 through 14 in Table [m .3]. The values for fl[n) given in LBA are incorrect.11
34
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E: The Formation Reaction:
Formation Free Energies and Cluster Concentrations
In this and the next two sections we discuss some of the “cluster chemical 
reactions” that we will be featuring in our results. We do not intend to  address this topic 
in terms o f any dynamical visualization o f the reaction pathways or kinetics. We are 
merely viewing these reactions in terms o f equilibrium relationships. Choosing a (mixed) 
imperfect gas as an example of equilibrium conditions, we take the approximate picture o f 
clusters as ideal gas molecules and use this model to calculate and compare the 
thermodynamic traits o f  clusters in terms o f ideal gas chemical reactions. Many important 
investigations and processes that involve clusters cannot be classified as occurring under 
equilibrium conditions. Despite this, much o f the behavior observed in experimental 
conditions can still be related to underlying equilibrium thermodynamics o f clusters. The 
availability o f quantities such as free energies, entropies, etc. can be used to rationalize 
various issues in observations o f gas phase clusters.
We now develop expressions for the thermodynamic quantities associated with 
the cluster formation reaction,
aA  + bB  -*  Aaty, [n .E l]
In what follows, we will use overbars to  indicate “per molecule” quantities. Additionally 
we note that many o f  the following equations will contain separated log terms for 
quantities that carry units. This is done for the purpose o f visual clarity in the
35
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derivations. It is understood that consistency in the units is required whenever these cases
arise.
It is convenient to rewrite the expression for the cluster chemical potential, 
. “ Eq..[D.A13]as
^ 6 -* T ln (A 3X fc) + * r in a.b




In the above equation, pab *= NaJ)/V  is the cluster concentration and p° -  p ° /k r  is the 
standard concentration for the chosen standard pressure, p ° . The terms in brackets in the 
second line o f Eq. [II.E2] comprise the standard chemical potential, pab° . The quantity, 
k J v ) , is independent o f  volume. It is therefore understood that superscripting it with 
“ °” is unnecessary in the expression for the standard chemical potential. The
corresponding expression for the chemical potential o f A or B monomers is
P/UB) “  +
- [Win (A3* „) + KT ln(p")]+tTln| ^  j
[H.E3]
We give the standard Gibbs free energy o f  formation (per cluster) as
36
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A G ,° - p aJ)° - a p A° - b p B°
= - m n ( q aJ V ) - ( a  + b - l ) k r \n (p 0) [II.E4]
Setting the associated expression for A Gf to zero (i.e. AGf  « fia b -  a p A -  bpB -  0), we 
can calculate equilibrium cluster concentrations from the relationship,
where K is the equilibrium constant (for the formation reaction).
In most of our results we will simply report AG °  values for a standard pressure 
o f  latm. We will commonly compare a series o f mixed clusters that have the same total 
number o f atoms, n, but varied stoichiometries, a,b , given by a + b = n . Inspection o f Eq. 
[II.E5] shows that for any 50/50 mixture o f monomers, the clusters can be ranked in 
abundance according to their A Gf ° values regardless o f the choice o f  standard pressure.
(The most abundant cluster in the series will have the lowest AGf ° value.)
Furthermore, given the more restrictive condition that the monomers are each at 
the standard concentration, the log o f  the concentration o f all cluster types and sizes will 
go as -  AGf  °/kT . For this reason it will at times be convenient to report AG °  values at
different standard pressures (concentrations) so that all clusters can be ranked in 
abundance in terms o f  AG °  for the particular conditions, pA « pB -  p°  10 This approach 
will have the most meaning when we imagine a 50/50 gas mixture under a range of 
conditions where we could make the approximation that is comprised mostly of
rn.E5i
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monomers. For this mixed gas, the calculated values o f -A Gf  °/KT at a particular chosen
standard pressure will reflect its cluster concentration values when the gas is at a total 
pressure that is (conveniently) numerically equivalent to twice the standard pressure.
It is useful to resolve the formation free energies into their enthalpic and entropic 
contributions. We take the enthalpy (per cluster) o f a hypothetical pure gas o f  A,Bb 
clusters as
PI.E6]
where we have used the equipartition theorem and the ideal gas law (see Section [IV.A]). 
(Ua.b) 's t*le cluster potential energy obtained from the simulation. For monomers,
HMB) «= (5/2)KT . Thus the enthalpy o f formation for a cluster, AaBb , is given by
m ,  -  H , t - a H A- b H ,  -  ( { / . , ) - (a + b - l ) k T  [ n E 7 ]
The enthalpy change above is identically the standard enthalpy o f formation. For ideal 
gases, AHf° is independent o f the value o f the standard pressure and we therefore drop
the “°” symbol. The standard entropy o f formation is calculated from the relationship,
A H, A G,°
A S,° fv T T  . pi.E8]
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F: Entropic Contributions 
In our analysis o f the thermodynamic properties of mixed clusters it is desirable to 
break down the contributions to the overall entropy changes associated with the various 
cluster chemical reactions that will be featured in this study. The goal is to separate out 
effects that are dependent on the conditions o f the imperfect gas such as overall density, 
gas mixing ratio, etc. from properties that are inherent to the clusters themselves (which 
should ideally be a function o f temperature only).
We start by giving the expression for the “per molecule” entropy o f a gas o f  A,Bb 
clusters and the entropy for a gas o f the corresponding reference clusters (o f constrained 
non-interacting particles):
S ac ^ a b ^ ab<X,b y  y
|  I n k  + ^ ± 1 +  *j + [kln(qaJ>/V ) ~  *In(pafc) -  *ln(A3AaA*)]
[D-Fl]
and
Here, we have chosen to emphasize “n” rather than “a + b”. The entropy o f  a gas o f 
monomers is simply
SMB) ”  (5 2^ )^ — ^InfA ^a,) JJ J  p j j
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We will now analyze the cluster formation reaction by imagining this process to
occur in two fundamental steps. The first step will be the process o f bringing a A
monomers and b B monomers anywhere into the (free moving) configurational defining
volume o f the cluster. The entropy change, AS, , for this process under standard
conditions is
AS, -  S *  - aSA - bSB 
= ~ ( n - l ) k  + (n -l)k ln (p0)+k\n(q*b/v )
-  [-(/i -1 )*  + (/i- l)* ln (p 0) + * h i(^ /V ') ]+ [* ln (n ! /a 'b !)^
~ Sux0 + SnUI ' fII.F41
where we have used the standard values for the “per molecule” entropies. We have
divided this process into two components. The lefi hand quantity (in brackets) is what
w e will call the pure monomer localization entropy (under standard conditions), S|OC° It
is equivalent to the entropy change for bringing n free monomers that are all o f  the same
type (A or B) into the defining volume o f the (n atom) cluster. In other words, this is the
entropy cost o f  forming a pure reference (non-interacting) cluster. The right hand quantity
(in brackets) is what we will call the mixing entropy, Smix This is the entropy adjustment
associated with the larger number o f ways that a A’s and b B ’s can be brought together
compared to n (=a+b) A’s or n B’s (for example, in a 50/50 mixture). The sum, Sioc° +
Smix, should be viewed as the total entropy cost o f monomer localization in the formation
o f a mixed cluster. But because we will so often be comparing clusters that differ in
stoichiometry, it is useful to  explicitly resolve the quantitative measure o f the “mixing”
contribution, Smix , from this overall quantity. Though the monomer localization entropy
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is fairly trivial to calculate, the associated effects are very important. The entropy change 
of this process has a fundamental influence on the ultimate concentration o f clusters in an 
imperfect gas.
In the second step o f the cluster formation reaction we imagine the transformation 
of the a A and b B localized but non-interacting particles into the fully interacting A,Bb 
cluster. The AS so obtained is purely a result of intra-cluster ordering. This entropy 
change, A5j , is given by
We will call the quantity in Eq. [II.F5] the cluster configurational entropy, Sconf . It is 
effectively a measure o f  the log o f the configurational volume being used (or accessed) by 
the particles in the interacting cluster relative to (the log of) the total configurational 
volume available in the defining (or reference) space o f the cluster. Thus Sconf is a quantity 
which characterizes the average internal structure o f  the cluster with respect to an 
imaginary cluster o f “completely disordered” particles. We note that Sconf changes with 
temperature only. It is independent o f the total volume and species abundance in the 
imperfect gas.
We will use the cluster configurational entropy to  characterize structural change 
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entropy differences have on the chemical reactions which interconvert clusters. Therefore 
we also intend to use it to compare different clusters (often o f the same total number of 
atoms). For this reason, it is best that the configurational entropies o f  various n atom 
clusters are always measured relative to the same amount o f configurational space. 
Therefore, in calculating the entropic quantities in this section, we chose reference 
partition functions, Eq. [II.D7], such that
q «  -  V— n3I *  -  V — n l *
albl albl [II.F7]
We have introduced the variable, , to emphasize that the value o f  the constraining
radius, Rc , used to calculate l*b for any n atom cluster is independent o f  the
stoichiometry. Thus, excepting the factorials (which will cancel in Eq. [II.F5]), the q^b
values for all n atom clusters are the same. In particular, we will calculate S|0C and Sconf for
an n atom cluster using the constraining radius, Rc , that we used in our simulations of the
pure n atom argon cluster. S|OC and Sconf therefore will elucidate the entropic cost of
monomer localization and intra-cluster ordering in terms of a “typical” cluster defining
region.
The choice o f Rc (above) differs from (and therefore should not be confused with) 
the actual constraining radii (which, excepting the pure argon cluster, were somewhat 
larger) within which we simulated the clusters. This means that the reference partition 
functions that we used (see Sections [U.B, C, and D]) to calculate the “absolute” values 
for the cluster partition iunctions through the scaling procedures are (somewhat) 
different. This difference has no bearing on the results. The properties (Sconr in particular)
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defined in this section are still those that belong to the clusters as they were defined in 
Section [II.C]. We merely desire to measure these properties (which are technically 
differences) from a consistent, yet still meaningful, reference point.
Alternatively, it would perhaps be simpler to define a cluster configurational 
entropy as the quantity,
(l/lS) / r 4 * l n ( ^ / v )  + *In(a!«) [nF8]
This convention would avoid the use o f a reference partition function. It is consistent 
with the definition in Eq. [II.F5] in that entropy differences computed with either 
definition would give the same value. What would be lost though, is a more direct 
connection with the interpretations described above. A further disadvantage o f  this 
definition is that the actual numerical value o f this quantity would be an artifact o f the 
chosen length units.
Admittedly, using our definition of configurational entropy to compare the 
internal properties o f clusters o f different sizes is somewhat unclear. In these 
comparisons, it would be reasonably fair to use the configurational entropy per atom,
Sconf /n.
A further use for Sconf is in the interpretation o f the scaling processes (over X.) that
were used to calculate the cluster partition functions. Given that the pure argon defining 
volume is still somewhat similar to the defining volumes that were used in the simulations 
of the other mixed n atom clusters, Sconf at any particular temperature is quantitatively 
similar to what would be the entropy change o f  the scaling process conducted at that
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temperature. Though o f  course the exact values can be calculated upon implementation, 
Sconf provides an estimate o f the structural changes (and therefore the demands) that must 
be imposed by the scaling process if it were to have been conducted at that temperature.
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G: The Replacement Reaction and the Single Atom Addition Reaction
In addition to the formation reaction there are a number o f other types o f  reaction 
equilibria that can provide insight into the relative stability o f  various types o f  clusters. In 
this section we will provide background on two particularly interesting cluster reactions. 
We will also discuss alternative ways for which the free energy changes for these 
reactions can be computed.
We begin by featuring a cluster chemical reaction that is very good for comparing 
clusters o f  the same total number o f  atoms but different stoichiometry. We call this the 
“Replacement” reaction, given by
The standard free energy change for this reaction in terms o f chemical potentials is
where the subscript “r” stands for replacement. Using the expressions for the chemical 
potentials given in Section [II.E],
PI.G3]
Setting AGr to zero (i.e. AGr «= + nab -  na^ b_ -  HB “  ° )  y*e,ds the expression for the
equilibrium cluster concentrations:
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Under the conditions o f a 50/50 mixture o f monomers, Eq. [II.G4] reduces to the simple 
relationship,
As for the formation reaction, we find it useful to resolve the free energy change o f 
the replacement reaction into its enthalpic and entropic contributions. Using the 
expression in Eq. [II.E6 ] for the enthalpy o f a gas o f AaBb clusters, we obtain for the 
enthalpy change
Thus the enthalpy change for the replacement reaction is simply the difference in 
potential energy o f  the two clusters. This is because “free” gas molecules that are lost as 
reactants are compensated for by the creation of an equivalent number of free product 
molecules.
Using AG,° and AHr , the standard entropy change for the replacement reaction is 
calculated from
This equation can be expressed in the context o f the development in Section [II.F], thus 
giving the standard entropy change in terms o f separate entropic contributions.
[H.G5]
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. [H.G8]
We note that the standard entropy change for this reaction is wholly attributable to the 
difference in configurational entropy and the difference in the mixing entropy o f  the two 
clusters. There is no contribution from the pure monomer localization entropy, S|0C° .
This is related to the fact that there is no net loss o f  monomers in this reaction. However, 
we see again that there is an entropic component o f  this reaction that will always favor 
the most “mixed” cluster (under standard conditions or similarly, under the conditions of 
any 50/50 monomer mixture). For example in the reaction, B + Aa+j -* AaB + A , the
AtB cluster will always carry a mixing favorability relative to the pure A,+i cluster. In 
this case we can imagine that any of the a+1 A atoms could be used to complete the 
“forward” replacement (reaction) but there is only one B atom that can be used to 
complete the “reverse” replacement.
Another type o f  cluster chemical reaction that we will feature is what we will call 
the “Single Atom Addition” reaction:
B+ . [H.G9]
It is very useful for comparing the properties o f clusters o f adjacent sizes (n). We will 
subscript quantities associated with this reaction with a “p” for “plus one atom”. 
Following the same development as for the formation and replacement reactions we 
obtain the expressions for the standard free energy change and cluster concentrations:
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4 <V -  -  - f f ln f — )-*Tln(p°)
[n.Gio]
and
-A Gp°/ tT  -  InV P aJb
PBPa.b-lJ [D G 1 1 ]
The enthalpy change in this case includes the difference in potential energy o f the two 
clusters as well as “pV work” associated with the net loss o f  gas molecules:
A [DG12]
And again for the entropy change,
AHa A G °
A 5 °    p-  —
p T  T  . PI.G13]
Given that this reaction involves two clusters o f  different size (n), it would be useful to
interpret contributions (to the overall entropy change) that are due to internal cluster
characteristics in terms o f  the configurational entropy per atom, Sconf /n .
The AGr° and AGP° values that we report are calculated from “absolute” values
for the cluster partition functions. These are available because each cluster was linked 
with its calculable cluster reference state (integral). An interesting and useful property of 
the replacement and single atom addition reactions is that the free energy change for these 
processes can be calculated without absolute partition function values. These free energy 
changes (in Eqs. [II.G3] and [II.G10]) are dependent on the log o f  the ratio o f  the 
partition functions o f  the product and reactant clusters. This ratio can be determined 
directly. Here we compute a change in the log o f  the partition function o f  the reactant as it
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is transformed into the product partition function. This calculation can be carried out in 
the formalism o f a thermodynamic integration.
In the case o f the replacement reaction the free energy change can be computed 
from the change in lnq for the “alchemical” process o f “morphing” an A atom (in the 
cluster) into a B atom. This process can be imposed through a coupling parameter that 
maps the  Aa+IBb.i cluster into the AaBb cluster. In this case the scaling process changes 
the nature o f the interactions o f  a single atom with the rest o f the atoms in the cluster. 
Again the derivative of the log o f  the partition function with respect to  the coupling 
parameter, X , (Eq. [II.B2]) is ensemble averaged at incremented X values and Alnq is
integrated by (numerical) quadrature.
In a similar way the free energy change for the single atom addition reaction can be 
computed by growing in the potential interactions o f a dummy atom with the rest o f  the 
atoms in the cluster. This process o f forming a particle from a completely non-interacting 
state should be handled with some care. In the ensembles where X is nearly zero 
(situations where the atom o f interest is close to its dummy atom state) the derivative o f  
the log o f  the partition function with respect to X (Eq. [II.B2]) could become difficult to
average accurately. As described in Section [II.B], this is because the dummy atom will 
frequent configurations which, for simplistic scaling techniques, will give large (and highly 
fluctuating) values for the derivative. Therefore it is clear that the separation-shifted 
scaling technique would be very advantageous for calculating this free energy change.
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The single atom addition reaction also involves the localization o f  a free monomer. 
Therefore in addition to the change in Inq for the scaling process, there is also a free 
energy change for adding the dummy atom (previously a monomer) into the constraining 
volume o f  the cluster. This can be computed analytically.
With regard to these strategies, there is a minor consideration involving possible 
inconsistencies in cluster defining volumes. In their simplest implementation, the 
simulations at the incremented coupling parameter values would all be done with the same 
cluster constraining radius, R c. Normally one might choose a slightly larger defining 
radius for the larger cluster. Given that the simulated properties o f  the cluster are, at least 
at low T, only weakly dependent on the choice o f  defining volume, the distinction could 
be ignored by simply taking some reasonable average choice o f  constraining volume which 
would be appropriate for either cluster.
Alternatively, there are a number o f  ways to effect a quantitative adjustment. 
Perhaps the simplest would be to simulate the smaller cluster in the larger constraining 
volume and record the probability that the cluster is within the smaller confining volume. 
The log o f this probability could then be used as an estimate o f  the log o f  the ratio o f the 
(small) cluster partition functions for each o f  the defining volumes. In other words, it is an 
estimate o f the free energy difference between (the state of) the small cluster in the large 
constraining volume (appropriate for the larger cluster) and the same small cluster in its 
more appropriate smaller constraining volume. This free energy adjustment could then be 
added to the overall free energy change.
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The calculations for these alternative approaches (mentioned above) should be 
considerably less involved compared to the effort required to get the absolute values for 
the partition functions. Therefore they should be considered for larger or more complex 
systems that require more intensive computational work. In addition, the 
ensembles/simulations at incremented X values can also be linked in the parallel tempering 
formalism thus improving the convergence and reliability o f the results.
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H: MC Simulation using Parallel Tempering Sampling
The standard MC simulation strategy is to conduct a random walk in the 
configurational coordinates in such a way that detailed balance is imposed. 1*3 Adopting 
notation commonly used in other work , 2 9 ,3 0  we express this as
f{r)K (f -*■ r )  -  p(r')K(r' — r) [UH1]
where we use r in this section to  represent the coordinate set o f the system (mixed or 
whatever). p(r) = Q*‘exp[-pU(r)] is the configurational probability density. (The letter, p, 
is used for this purpose in this section only.) K(r-*r*) is the probability that, if  the 
walker is at the configuration, r, it makes the transition to r*. Upon implementation, 
K (r-* r) is generally the combined result o f the probability that a move is “attempted” 
multiplied by the probability that it is “accepted”. In standard Metropolis sampling, trial 
moves (attempts), r-*r , are accepted with a probability,
This scheme requires that trial moves are generated in such a way that the probability o f 
attempting the transition, r-»r*, when the walker is at r, is the same as the probability o f
satisfied. (There are other schemes that generate configurations in a biased way, and in 
their implementation, the acceptance criteria must be adjusted.)
attempting r - * r  whenever the walker is at r*. Otherwise, detailed balance would not be
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Typically, trial moves involve a small displacement o f  an atom which is generated 
randomly on a small interval (usually termed the “step size”)- This does not have to be 
the only way that trial moves are generated. To take an example, a beneficial “move 
strategy” for mixed systems (which would be implemented in addition to the standard 
atom displacements) would be to attempt to swap the positions o f  two atoms. 2 Thus in 
the exchange o f  two hetero atoms, the walk is quickly transported to a quite different but 
potentially important region of configurational space. (We tried this on some of our 
systems with some success.) All that is required is that if the coordinates o f two atoms 
are to be exchanged, there must be an equivalent attempt probability for the reverse 
process.
The parallel tempering method can be understood from the same perspective. 
Consider simulating a system at two different temperatures. I f  we do this simultaneously, 
having a walker for each temperature, we can consider the total coordinate set o f the two 
walkers as the coordinates of a supersystem (constructed o f  two independent 
subsystems). The probability density o f  this supersystem is given by
P s i w P r P i ) - P .(r.)P 2(r2)
-  (QtQzI"  exp [- exp [-&  u(r2)]
-  {Q\Qi) ' exp [ - ( A u {ri) + M ( r z))] [II H3]
The final form shows that we can imagine this simulation as the simulation o f a 
supersystem at a temperature (kT) o f  “ 1” where the total potential energy (which is a 
function of both sets o f  coordinates) is given by “PiU(rj) + P jU fo )” where the original 
subsystem temperatures have been absorbed into this new supersystem potential. W e can
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verify (taking the ratio o f  the supersystem densities) that if moves (for example, standard 
atom displacements) are conducted on just one o f the subsystems, the acceptance 
protocol in terms o f  the supersystem reduces to exactly that o f  a standard Metropolis 
simulation. Furthermore, we note that it is permissible to (as an attempted move in the 
supersystem) swap the two coordinate sets just as we swapped hetero atoms previously. 
Again, the only requirement is that there is an equivalent attempt probability for the 
reverse swap. The acceptance probability for this swapping move (where 
{ri,r2 >—»{ri‘,r2‘> is {ri,r2 >—»{r2 ,r1}) is given by
min[l,exp[-(/f, -  Pt )(u{r2) -  U(rt ))]] ^  R4]
Though the simulation is viewed in the formalism o f  a supersystem, the canonical 
averages that we desire for each subsystem are obtained directly by averaging just over 
the properties o f the subsystem (since they are independent).
The temperature difference between the parallel walks is o f  a practical 
concern. 2 9 ,3 0  The desire, as stated above, is to use the more “mobile” nature o f  the high 
temperature walk to transfer information to the less mobile low temperature walk. But, if 
the temperature difference between these walks is too large then the corresponding 
ensembles will be too dissimilar. What this means is that the swapping acceptance 
probabilities will (on average) be too low to be o f any benefit to the overall sampling.
Thus in the implementation o f  parallel tempering (and similar schemes such as 
J-walking29,35'37) some effort is required to determine acceptable temperature differences.
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One way to better ensure effective parallel tempering sampling is to  extend the 
simulation to a larger supersystem (i.e. simulate more than two temperatures 
simultaneously). This is never an inconvenience in any situation where one requires 
results from simulations over a range o f temperatures. The design o f a multi-temperature 
supersystem is generally very beneficial for the reason that often there will be only 
modest temperature differences between successive temperatures. This will promote high 
swapping acceptance rates and at the same time still provide at least an indirect linkage 
between more dissimilar ensembles. The extension to larger supersystems requires no 
adjustment to the swapping acceptance criteria. Equation [II.H4] is thus applied to swap 
any two walkers in the supersystem. It is practicle to simply attempt swaps between 
adjacent temperatures only . 3 0  This is the design chosen in this work.
The parallel tempering scheme can easily be adapted to improve simulations o f the 
scaled potential model systems governed by the coupling parameter, X . This again is a 
situation where results are required over a range o f (in this case) incremented X values.
The X values are treated in an analogous manner to the temperature values as described
above. The supersystem is also characterized by a product probability density (analogous 
to Eq. [II.H3]). In this case the acceptance probability for a swapping move,
|ri,r2 | —*•{r2 ,ri}, involving any two configurations (at different X values) is given by
min£l,exp[-/j((y(r2 ,A1) + t/(r„ A j -  {/(tj.A,) ■ W ) l .  p u b ,
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I: Computational Details o f Cluster Simulations 
The cluster simulations fall into two basic categories; a series o f  simulations over a 
range o f temperature values using the standard LJ interaction potential and a series over 
the coupling parameter, X, using the scaled separation-shifted potential (at fixed 
temperature).
Simulations o f  Mixed LJ clusters
We conducted a series o f simulations o f the model mixed LJ clusters over a range 
of temperature values. The LJ pair interaction and total cluster potential energy were 
given in Eqs. [1.1] and [1.2] in the introduction (Chapter I) and the pure and mixed model 
parameters are given in Chapter III in Table [III. 1]. The simulations were carried out for 
all stoichiometries o f Ar-Xe and all Ar-Kr mixed clusters up to a total size o f 14 atoms. In 
most cases, we simulated each of the clusters at 40 temperatures ranging from IS to 
600K. Each successive temperature was evenly incremented in (1/T) by the amount, 
0.00166 K '1.
Standard Metropolis MC was used. An initial equilibration period o f 500,000 
single atom moves was carried out at each temperature. The initial configurations for T = 
600K were generated randomly in the cluster constraining spheres. The final 
configurations were used as initial configurations for the next lower T and this pattern 
was repeated down to T =15K. During this period, the step size (i.e. the range over which 
a random coordinate displacement is chosen) was adjusted to give an acceptance rate o f
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approximately 50%  . The (final) step size and the final configuration were saved (for each 
temperature) and used in the data accumulation runs that followed.
The simulation was conducted using parallel tempering. The final configurations 
saved from the equilibration period were used as starting configurations. The step sizes 
(which were fixed) were also taken from the values acquired during the equilibration. The 
scheme was designed such that there was a 75% probability that a walker would be 
chosen at random from the 40 walkers (for the 40 temperatures). A single atom move was 
then attempted. The remaining 25% percent resulted in an attempt to swap the 
configurations o f  tw o adjacent walkers. (The walkers are ordered by their temperature 
values in the series.) Here, a walker, i , was randomly chosen from j = 1, 39 and the swap 
was attempted with walker, i+1 . Data was accumulated and averaged for each 
temperature after every 40 of the above attempts. The length o f the runs were such that 
40 x 50,000,000 o f  these attempts were made. Thus, on average, 0.75 x 50,000,000 single 
atom moves were performed at each temperature. The walker swapping acceptance rate 
(between adjacent temperatures) typically ranged anywhere from 50 to  95% .
In the simulations described above, sampling was conducted only in the 
configurational regions that correspond to the cluster definition. Therefore any attempted 
move that would violate this definition was rejected. This restriction was maintained by 
calculating the position o f  the number center whenever there was an attempted single 
atom move. The distance o f each atom from the number center was then checked against 
the constraining distance, RCm t . The constraining distance was calculated from Eq. [II.C5]
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using the necessary (per atom) bulk solid volumes. These values for Ar, Kr, and Xe are 
given in Chapter in  in Table [m.2].
In certain cases we found it useful to employ intermittent quenching6 0 ,6 1  during the 
course o f  a simulation to identify the important minima that the system resides in at any 
particular temperature. Typically, after every 40 x 5,000 attempts the simulation was
stopped and each cluster was relaxed to its associated minimum using the Polak-Ribiere 
variant o f  the conjugate gradient method.62 Each resulting minimum was recorded and the 
simulation was resumed at the unrelaxed structures from which the minimizations were 
started. (The coordinates o f the global minimum as well as other selected minima were 
saved. Some structural comparisons can be made to previous mixed LJ global 
optimization studies.63'65)
Simulations o f Scaled Clusters
Simulations were also conducted over a range o f coupling parameter values from X. 
= 0  to 1 . In these simulations, we used the separation shifted potential. This potential 
model was given in Eqs. [II.B5] and [II.B6 ]. The pure and mixed e and a  values remain the 
same as for the standard U  potential above (as this potential must match the standard LJ 
potential when X = 1). The values for 6 AA, 6bb  > and & ab (where A and B are either Ar 
and Xe or Ar and Kr) are given in Table [III. 1 ]. Again, the simulations were carried out for 
all Ar-Xe and all Ar-Kr mixed clusters up to a total size o f 14 atoms. As in the 
simulations over temperature, each cluster type was simulated with its constraining radius
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given by Eq. [D.C5]. Simulations over the coupling parameter comprised 21 X values 
(ranging from 0 to 1) in even increments of 0.05 . We performed all o f  these simulations at 
a (fixed) temperature o f  100K and again at 33.3333K (for brevity we will refer to this 
temperature as 33.3K).
Again using standard Metropolis MC, there was first an equilibration period o f 
500,000 single atom moves at each X value. The initial configurations for X = 0  were 
generated randomly in the cluster constraining spheres. The final configurations were used 
as initial configurations for the next higher X and so on. As for the simulations over 
temperature, the step size was adjusted to give approximately 50% acceptance and the 
(final) step size and the final configuration were saved for each X value.
These simulations were also conducted using parallel tempering, but in this case, 
over the coupling parameter, X. Again, the starting configurations and step sizes were 
taken from the equilibration period. The simulation procedure was nearly identical to the 
one described above. There was a 75% probability that a walker would be chosen at 
random from the 21 walkers and a single atom move was attempted. Thus, the remaining 
25% percent resulted in an attempt to swap two adjacent walkers. (In this case the series 
was ordered by X value.) Similarly, the walker, i , was randomly chosen from j = 1, 20 and
the swap was attempted with walker, i+1 . Data was accumulated and averaged for each X 
value after every 21 o f the above attempts. The length o f the runs were such that 21 x 
25,000,000 overall attempts were made. Therefore, on average, 0.75 x 25,000,000 single
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atom moves were performed at each X value. In this case the walker swapping acceptance 
rate (between adjacent X‘s) typically ranged from 20 to 80%. The values at 33.3K tended 
more toward the lower part o f this range.
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J: Implementation o f  Thermodynamic Integrations 
At the end o f Section [II.B] we gave a rough outline o f  the strategy that we 
implement to  evaluate the mixed cluster partition function, qab . The first step is to 
calculate the reference partition function, q^b , using the equations given in Section [II.D]. 
This requires a value for t which is determined from the cluster definition given in 
Section [II.C]. In the simulations (described in Section [II I]) o f  the separation-shifted 
model system, the derivative in Eq. [II.B 8 ] was averaged at each X value. Using these 
derivatives, Eq. [II.B2] was numerically integrated from X = 0 (where qa b -  q^b ) up to X 
= 1 (where qa b is that for a fully interacting LJ system). This gives the (“absolute”) value 
of the configurational molecular partition function (more precisely, qa.t/V) for the LJ 
cluster at the temperature o f the scaling simulations. We thus evaluated qa,t/V this way at 
T = 33.3K and 100K.
The simulations over temperature were (among other things) used to calculate 
q»,t/V at all other temperatures in the range, 15 to 600K. In these simulations we obtained 
the (average) cluster potential energies, (Uab) , and therefore the derivatives in Eq.
[HB1]. qa,t/V (at any T) was obtained by using the value o f qait/V at 33.3K or 100K and 
(numerically) integrating Eq. [II.B1] out to all o f the other temperatures. The two paths 
(coming from 33.3 or 100K) should, o f  course, yield the same value for qa,b/V at any
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particular temperature, therefore we can use these “extra” results to compare the paths 
and to assess the overall quality of the results.
The numerical integrations over X and T did not require much special attention.
We used an “averaged-Simpson-like” quadrature scheme. In this integration, the derivative 
on [i,i+l] between each successive T value (X value) was taken as a piecewise quadratic
function formed from the average of the two piecewise quadratic functions that fit the 
three point intervals, [i-l,i+ l] and [i,i+2]. Because there was a good number o f  derivative 
points and because the derivatives themselves were fairly smooth, trapezium integrations 
were in very good agreement with the above method and, in most cases, would have been 
adequate.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
In this chapter we present examples o f  our most fundamental results obtained 
from the cluster simulations. Many important quantities that are presented in the 
discussions within Chapters IV and V are derived from the fundamental values featured 
here (if not presented directly).
Simulations have been carried out on both Ar-Xe and Ar-Kr LJ mixed clusters. 
The appropriate LJ parameters (e and o) are given in Table [III.l]. The pair potential 
curves were presented in Figs. [1.1] and [1.2]. Also presented in this table are the shift 
parameter (6 ) values that were used in our simulations o f the corresponding separation- 
shifted, scaled mixed clusters. The simulated cluster constraining volumes were calculated 
according to Eq. [II.C5] using the “per atom” bulk volume (vb) for solid Ar, Kr, and Xe 
given in Table [III.2]. Table [III.3] contains the f(n) values that were used to calculate the 
reference values for the cluster partition functions. f(n) for each atom type was obtained 
through numerical quadrature (see Section [II.D]).
In Section [H I] we gave an account o f the design o f  our simulations. In this 
scheme, each cluster was simulated over a range o f  temperature and also over a range o f  
coupling parameter values (for the separation-shifted scaled potential model). We will
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present, as a representative example, some o f the simulation results for the mixed 13 atom 
Ar!2Xe cluster.
The values for the properties presented in the forthcoming figures have been 
expressed in terms o f the Boltzmann constant (i.e. they are the result o f  division by k). 
Uncertainties in the ensemble averaged quantities (given in these figures) were estimated 
from the standard deviation of (the mean of) block averages accumulated during the 
simulations. In most cases, the estimated uncertainty is smaller than the size o f the 
symbol.
In Fig. [III. 1] we give the potential energy o f the scaled potential model cluster as 
a function o f  the coupling parameter, X. Two series o f these simulations were performed, 
one at a temperature o f 33.3K and the other at 100K. Only one o f  these series is required 
to obtain the partition function values at our temperatures o f interest provided that the 
integration o f  Eq. [II.B1] (over temperature) extends through the necessary range. In this 
figure, the potential energy is zero at X = 0  (this is the non-interacting state) and 
approaches the potential energy o f  the standard LJ model cluster (at either 33.3 or 100K) 
a t X= 1 .
A very important quantity is shown in Fig. [III.2], This is the derivative o f the 
scaled cluster potential energy with respect to X (as a function o f  X). These values are
vital in the integration o f Eq. [II.B2] which yields the value o f the partition function at the 
simulation temperature (33.3K and 100K).
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We also show in Figs. [m .3] and [m .4] the values for the heat capacity and the 
average internal virial o f  the scaled cluster as a function of the coupling parameter. The 
heat capacity is a sensitive indicator of important structural transitions in a cluster. (See 
Section [IV. A] for a general discussion of this property.) The internal virial, given (in this
is a measure o f  the “internal pressure” in the cluster. It is also directly related to the 
derivative o f the cluster partition function with respect to its defining containment 
volume.9 ,6 6  (We show - ( l / )  in the figure.) Though these quantities were not used for the 
calculation o f any subsequent results (in this work), they could be o f  use in future work. 
Furthermore, they provide information on the nature o f the scaling path, which is 
interesting in its own right.
We now show simulation results for the standard LJ model system as a function 
o f temperature. The cluster potential energy is given in Fig. [in.5]. This is generally the 
most important cluster property that is obtained by simulation. In addition, these values 
are used for the derivative in Eq. [II.B1], the integration o f which yields values for the 
cluster partition function over the range o f temperature.
The cluster heat capacity is given in Fig. [HI.6 ]. This is another one o f the more 
important cluster properties typically reported in simulation results. The peak at 30K 
indicates some interesting structural changes which will be discussed in Chapter V. In 
Figs. [IH.7] and [m . 8 ] we give the average internal virial and the probability in the global




minimum. The latter was obtained by the quenching techniques described in Section fll.I], 
The thermal probability in this and other important minima is often a central topic in the 
discussions o f  Chapters IV and V.
In Fig. [III.9] we give the cluster partition function (ln(q/V )) as a function of 
temperature. ((q/V ) has units of A3"'3 .) These values are the result o f the integration o f 
Eq. [II.B2] over the derivative values obtained for the scaled cluster at a temperature o f 
33.3K, followed by the integration o f Eq. [II.B1] from 33.3K out to all o f  the other 
temperatures. (This strategy was also described in Sections [II.B] and [II.JJ.) The values 
can also be obtained using a path through the scaled simulations at 100K. If  the results 
from this path were also included in Fig. [III.9], the discrepancy would be almost 
indistinguishable.
In Sections [II .E, F, and G]] we described a number o f thermodynamic quantities 
that can be used to characterize cluster chemical reactions. We provide in Fig. [III. 10] the 
most fundamental quantities. These are the standard free energy, enthalpy, and entropy 
o f formation, which are (again) given as a function o f temperature. These values are 
calculated from expressions which are described in Section [D ,E], Being closely associated 
with the cluster partition function, these results embody the heart o f the effort in this 
research project.
The values presented above (Figs. [III. 1-10]) comprise only a fraction o f the 
results generated for the ArI2Xe cluster. Furthermore, we have obtained these results for a
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total o f  221 clusters (all stoichiometries o f  Ar-Xe and Ar-Kr mixed clusters up to a total 
size o f  14 atoms). A complete listing is available on CD.
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Table [III.l]: Lennard-Jones and Separation-Shifted Scaling Parameters
e/k(K ) o(A ) 6 (A2)
Ar-Ar 119.8 3.405 9.0
Kr-Kr 172.7 3.591 10.0
Xe-Xe 222 .3 4 .100 12.0
Ar-Kr 143.84 3.498 9.5
Ar-Xe 177.6 3.650 10.5
Table [m.2]: Values for Bulk Solid Volume per Atom




Table [III.3]: Values for f(n)
n f(n)
2 2 .8 2 8 4 0 0
3 2 .4 3 5 6 9 6
4 2 .5 9 0 4 7 6
5 2.661271
6 2 .7 1 2 6 0 6
7 2 .7 4 9 2 1 2
8 2 .7 7 6 8 6 0
9 2 .7 9 8 4 4 7
1 0 2 .8 1 5 7 7 0
1 1 2 .8 2 9 9 7 6
1 2 2 .8 4 1 8 3 7
13 2 .8 5 1 8 8 9
14 2 .8 6 0 5 1 6
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Figure [III. 1 ]: Scaled Potential Energy as a Function o f  Coupling Parameter
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Figure [UI.2]: Derivative o f  Scaled Potential Energy with Respect to Coupling Parameter 
as a Function o f Coupling Parameter
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Figure [UI.3J: Heat Capacity o f Scaled Cluster 
as a Function o f  Coupling Parameter
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Figure [III.4]: Internal Virial o f Scaled Cluster 
as a Function o f  Coupling Parameter
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Figure [III.5]: Cluster Potential Energy as a  Function o f Temperature
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Figure [III.6 ]: Cluster H eat Capacity as a Function o f Temperature
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Figure [III. 7]: Internal Virial o f Cluster as a  Function o f  Temperature
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Figure [II1.8]: Probability in Cluster Global M inimum as a Function o f Temperature
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Figure [III.9]: Log o f  Cluster Configurational Partition Function 
as a Function o f  Temperature
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Figure [III. 10]: Standard Free Energy, Enthalpy, and Entropy o f  Formation 
as a Function of Temperature at a Standard Pressure o f  1 atm
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CHAPTER IV
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION
A: Simulations and General Properties o f  Clusters 
The purpose o f the discussion in this section is to provide a sense for some o f the 
most fundamental information that simulations can provide about clusters in general. We 
choose as a representative example, the pure Ar, 3 cluster. This cluster has a number o f 
interesting properties. Some o f the underlying trends in the mixed clusters that we will 
discuss in later sections are closely related to those in ArI3 . Therefore this discussion 
should also provide the necessary background for assessing mixed cluster properties.
In our results, we often report properties that are characteristically a function of 
the configurational coordinates only (for example, the potential energy rather than the 
total energy). In the classical canonical ensemble, the momentum contribution to  the 
overall phase space is separable from the configurational space. Obtaining the 
configurational properties is the difficult part of the problem and this what most MC 
implementations strictly yield. It is relatively easy to “add in” the thermodynamic 
contributions o f  the particle velocities later. A couple o f  the important rules are the 
following. Regardless o f the potential energy surface, the atoms will have a Maxwell- 
Boltzmann distribution o f velocities. In accordance with this, we can also calculate the
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kinetic energy using the equipartition theorem. For a cluster, KE = (3/2)nkT, a relation 
that was often used in Chapter n.
We begin by presenting some o f the simple properties o f  Ar] 3  that were obtained 
by simulation. (It should be noted that this cluster has been extensively studied6 *8  and we 
therefore present our results for the purpose o f completeness and to aid in our 
discussions.) O f all LJ atomic clusters, the pure 13 atom cluster is arguably the most 
famous. Many o f  the unique properties o f  this cluster can be traced to its icosahedral 
global potential energy minimum, whose structure is given in Fig. [IV.Al], Due to its 
highly efficient bonding arrangement, this minimum is very energetically stable. Its special 
geometry yields a large number o f near neighbor interactions. W e also give in Fig. [IV. A l] 
the structures for the next 4 lowest minima, which are considerably higher in energy 
(compared to the global minimum). The first three of these are “single defect” structures 
where the displaced atom occupies one o f the three distinct surface sites on the remaining 
“shell”. We will see that much o f the thermal behavior o f this cluster hinges on the large 
energetic separation between the global minimum and all o f  the other (local) minima.
In Fig. [IV. A2] we give a plot o f  potential energy o f A r^  as a function of 
temperature. Also given in this plot is the probability (Pgim) that the cluster’s 
configurational coordinates are somewhere located in the “well” o f  the global minimum. 
(For brevity, we will often simply say “the probability in the global minimum”.) These 
probabilities were obtained in the simulations using the quenching technique described in 
Section [II.I]. W e will discuss Fig. [IV.A2] by dividing it into 3 characteristic temperature
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regions; A low temperature region for ~30K or less, a high temperature region for ~40K or 
more, and a middle temperature region between 30 and 40K.
In the low temperature region, the system occupies the global minimum almost 
exclusively. We note that the potential energy increases with temperature. This is due to 
the cluster’s vibrational (potential) energy. (We have marked in the figure with respect to 
the potential energy o f  the minimum geometry.) At low T, we can estimate this energy by 
approximating the minimum as a (3n-6) dimensional harmonic oscillator. (Six coordinates 
are for (overall) translation and rotation of the cluster, which do not contribute to the 
potential energy. In the canonical ensemble, angular momentum is not fixed and therefore 
we do not need recognize the (generally small) effect that centrifugal distortions have on 
any angular momentum specific potential energy distribution.) Using equipartition, we 
would get the approximate (harmonic oscillator) vibrational potential energy, (3n- 
6)(l/2)kT . Generally, the (vibrational) energy will be greater than this value due to 
anharmonicities.
In the middle temperature region, the cluster’s vibrational potential energy 
continues to increase with temperature. But, in conjunction with this, the cluster is 
beginning to access higher energy minima (note the drop in Pgim). As mentioned above, the 
global minimum is much lower in energy than any o f  the other minima. This is why the 
potential energy rises more steeply here than in any other temperature region.
In the high temperature region, the system continues to increase its vibrational 
potential energy with temperature (in whatever local minimum it is using). In the figure, 
we have “measured” this vibrational energy with respect to the potential energy o f  a
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typical local minimum geometry. We also notice that this rise is steeper than in the low 
temperature region because (in addition to anharmonic effects) It is also gradually 
populating minima of increasing potential energy. But, because all o f  the local energy 
minima are relatively closely spaced (in energy), there is no sharp rise in potential energy 
as there was in the middle temperature region where the system underwent a significant 
drop in the occupation of the global minimum.
Many cluster researchers have adopted an intuitive structural classification for the 
temperature regions discussed above . 2 6 ' 2 8  In the low temperature region, the cluster is said 
to be in its “solid-like” state. This picture is reasonable because the cluster can be 
imagined to simply vibrate about the fixed “lattice” positions o f the global minimum 
geometry. In the high temperature region, the cluster exhibits its “liquid-like” state 
(therefore this state encompasses all o f the local minima). At high temperature there is 
enough available energy to promote frequent barrier crossings. This is further helped by 
the fact that the local minima tend to have low energy barriers between them. 
(Isomerization amongst defect structures is relatively easy.) The middle temperature 
regime is called the “co-existence” region. 6 7  This is where the cluster makes its “phase 
transition” . 2 6 ' 2 8 ,6 8 ,6 9  Unlike bulk materials, this transition is not (infinitely) sharp (in 
temperature). Co-existence is characterized by the cluster spending considerable lengths 
of time (compared to a typical vibrational period) occupying the (solid-like) global 
minimum and then long times visiting the many local minima. It thus exhibits periods o f  
solid-like behavior and liquid-like behavior at the same temperature.
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At this point we will discuss a very important thermodynamic quantity that can 
be obtained by simulation. This is the (“constant volume”) heat capacity, Cv given by
m ? ) )
v~ <w nr2 [iv .a i ]
Technically, the quantity that we give is just the configurational part o f  the heat capacity. 
Again, if one wishes, the contributions from the momentum space can always be added in. 
(For the case o f a cluster, the total heat capacity would be obtained by adding (3/2)nk to 
the configurational quantity in Eq. [IV.AI]. Thus, the total heat capacity is simply 
shifted up by a constant.) The specification o f  “constant volume” in bulk simulations is 
important, for clusters one tends not to dwell on the issue. As long as the defining volume 
o f the cluster is consistent, it is just the derivative o f  the energy with respect to 
temperature. The right hand form in Eq. [IV.AI] is generally the expression that is used 
when heat capacities are calculated in simulations. The expression is obtained by taking 
the derivative o f the ensemble average expression for the energy (with respect to 
temperature).
The heat capacity is very sensitive to temperature regimes where there is a 
transfer o f probability from a region o f  characteristically low energy to  one o f 
characteristically high energy. We pointed out above that one of the most important 
structural characteristics o f the Ar13 cluster is the large separation (in energy) between the 
global minimum and the rest o f the local minima. This situation can be roughly modeled as 
a two level system. Here the low energy level is the global minimum and the high energy 
level is comprised of all o f the other minima. For illustrative purposes, w e have
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constructed a discrete two level model system. This is given in Fig. [IV. A3]. To mimic the 
situation in A r^ , we have added in some degeneracy (extra states) in the upper level. The 
thermodynamic properties o f a model such as this can easily be calculated and we give, in 
this figure, a plot o f  the heat capacity and the probability in the ground level (the “global 
minimum”) as a function o f  temperature. The important feature o f  this plot is that there is 
a peak in the heat capacity centered over the temperature region where there is a sharp 
decrease in the probability in the global minimum. In other words, if a system is 
structured such that there could be a considerable shift in the occupation o f regions of 
very different energies (upon change in temperature), the heat capacity can reveal the 
existence o f this (energetic) structure as manifested by a peak in the temperature regime 
where the transition occurs.
In Fig. [IV. A4] we give some more simulation results for the Ar13 cluster. On the 
left, we give an energy diagram of (geometrically distinct) Ati3  potential energy minima. 
This diagram was constructed by cataloguing a large number o f minimized energies from 
the quenchings that were performed in the simulations. The most striking feature is, o f 
course, the large energy gap between the global minimum and any o f the other minima (as 
discussed above). The relatively small separations in energy was our previous 
justification for approximating them all to be the “upper level” o f the simple two level 
system. On the right, we plot the heat capacity as a function o f temperature and the 
accompanying probability in the global minimum. We see, as for the simple model 
system, there is a peak in the heat capacity in the temperature region associated with a 
large transfer o f  occupation probability from the global minimum. This is caused by the
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steep rise in energy (as discussed in Fig. [TV.A2]) that results from this transition to the 
much higher energy local minima (as T is increased). In addition to  the large energy gap, 
the energy diagram reveals what is a very large increase in the number o f  available minima 
upon transition from the global minimum. This is an effect which contributes to  the 
sharpness o f  the Ar]3  peak.
Not all clusters have such a strong and well defined heat capacity peak as the Ar13 
cluster. The nature o f the heat capacity curve (as a function of T) for any cluster will be a 
rough indicator of the underlying energy structure o f that cluster. Any striking features 
(peaks, shoulders, etc.) tend to indicate energy gaps in the cluster’s available minima as 
well as characteristic density patterns in the minima (as well as in the density o f 
configurational states within these minima). The location (in temperature) o f  these 
irregularities often reflects the size o f the energy gap coupled with the factor by which the 
system’s “states” increase upon the transition.
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Figure PV.A3]: Model Two Level System
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B: An Illustrative Example o f  Model Calculations: The Argon Dimer 
In this section we will feature in detail some example calculations and results for
most fundamental considerations regarding the calculation o f  cluster concentrations in the 
context o f the model adopted in this work.
The argon dimer concentration can be calculated from the thermodynamic 
quantities associated with the dimer formation reaction given by
The two (types of) species involved in this reaction are, o f course, the (reactant) argon 
monomer and the (product) argon dimer. I f  the chemical potential o f each o f these two 
species can be calculated, then the dimer concentration can be calculated using very 
standard reaction equilibrium expressions. In this work we have calculated the chemical 
potential in terms o f the (cluster’s) molecular partition function.
We will begin with a derivation o f  the molecular partition function for each o f  
these two species. The argon monomer has the simplest molecular partition function. 
This is given by
In this expression, h is Planck’s constant, and there is a factor o f (1/h) for each degree o f  
freedom. mAr is the mass of an argon atom. We use “p” here to  represent momentum.
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(This notation is also used for pressure, but the context should be clear enough to avoid 
confusion.) The integration covers the x, y, and z positional coordinates o f the atom as 
well as the x, y, and z momentum coordinates. The momentum integrations range in each 
coordinate from -oo to + 0 0  . Using the relation, p 1 -  p i  + p* + p] , these integrations can 




where l/A Ar -  j2xm ArkT fh  . The remaining integrations over the atomic coordinates will
cover the (macroscopic) volume, V, in which the atom is confined (thus they span the x,
y, and z lengths of the “bulk” container). These integrations comprise the configurational
part o f the molecular partition function which is
qM -  fdxdydz -  V
v [IV.B4]





The molecular partition function for the argon dimer involves the integration of the 
momentum and positional coordinates o f two atoms over the defining space o f  the cluster. 
In this integral, we again allow the momentum coordinates (o f each atom) to range from 
- 0 0  to + 0 0  . The six dimensional integration over momentum space can be carried out as 
before yielding the expression,
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In contrast with the case of the monomer, the configurationally dependent LJ pair 
potential interaction, u(nj), is involved. In addition, there is a factor o f (1/2) which is the 
required weighting for a species consisting o f two atoms o f the same type (see Section 
[II.A]). We again use the symbol, as a reminder that the configurational integration 
must be conducted over a specific region o f configurational space. In this case, the two 
atoms must be within some small distance of each other. According to our definition (in 
Section [II.C]), this separation distance would be 2Rc , where Rc is the “constraining” 
distance from the center of mass. The two atoms, as a group, can range throughout the 
volume, V. With this in mind, it is useful to express the configurational molecular 
partition function o f the dimer as
“  k S exp["^M^ jyx.dyAfojdyjdZ;
I •
1 [IV.B7]
In the lower form o f this equation, we express the positions o f  the two atoms in terms of
the coordinates o f  their center o f mass (X, Y, and Z) and the coordinates o f atom “i”
relative to atom “j” (where Xj, = x; - xj and so on). This is a particularly convenient set o f 
coordinates for a system of two particles. In addition, we note that the Jacobian for this 
coordinate transformation is equal to  unity. Since the potential is invariant to the location 
of the center o f  mass, we can integrate out these coordinates (which range throughout V) 
thus yielding
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The remaining integrations over the relative coordinates must be limited to  the minimum 
separation requirements o f the cluster definition. These integrations can be further 
simplified to a one dimensional integration in the separation distance, ry . The 
configurational molecular partition function is then given by
2 ft
« A n - \ v  /exp[-^(/-)}ljn-2drr
2 ~0 - - , [IV.B9]
where ry ranges from 0  to 2 Rc (which is equivalent to allowing an atom to  range out to a 
distance, Rc , from the center o f mass). The expression in Eq. [IV.B9] can be easily 
calculated by numerical integration. Therefore we have evaluated configurational dimer 
partition functions in this manner as a check on the more indirect (scaling/simulation) 
methods that we used to calculate cluster partition functions. Agreement was essentially 
exact.
The (total) molecular partition function of the argon dimer can now be expressed 
in condensed form as
“ T S -? a,  - 7 T v(f* i / v )
A *r [IV.B10]
The latter form o f Eq. [IV.B10] is expressed so as to feature the quantity, [ q ^ j v )  . In
manipulations that follow, it will carry a common distinction. We note from the 
development leading up to Eq. [IV.B9], that qM is a function o f the (macroscopic)
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volume, V. (<7 ^ / v ) , on the other hand, is an “internal” quantity o f  the cluster. It is
independent o f V, and is therefore a function of temperature only.
We now develop expressions for the monomer and dimer chemical potentials in 
terms o f  the (above) molecular partition functions. The general form of the chemical 
potential was given in Eq. [H.A13], Using this equation and Eq. [IV.B5] above, we obtain 
the argon monomer chemical potential:
As in Chapter II, “N” is the number o f particles (or clusters) and “p “ is the concentration
in number per volume. p° is the standard concentration; our choice for this value will be
given below. The first term of the lower form of Eq. [IV.B11] is the standard chemical 
potential o f the argon monomer,
The chemical potential o f the argon dimer is obtained in terms o f  its molecular partition 
function in Eq. [TV.B10] as
The standard chemical potential o f  the argon dimer (the first term o f  the lower form o f  Eq. 
[IV.B13]) is thus
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[IV.B14]
With expressions for the “reactant” and “product” chemical potentials, we can 
now derive the equilibrium expressions from which one can calculate the dimer 
concentration. The Gibbs free energy, AGf  , change for the dimer formation reaction can 
be expressed in terms o f the monomer and dimer chemical potentials. The equilibrium 
condition is obtained by setting the free energy change to  zero:
0 -  AC, -  -  2p,„ -  • - 2pM°)* KT ln(
{ ( p j p ) l  [IVB15)
The left term (in parentheses) in the right hand form o f Eq. [IV.B15] is the standard 
Gibbs free energy change, AGf ° , for the reaction. This is expressed explicitly in terms o f
the molecular partition functions o f  the monomer and dimer using Eqs. [IV.B12] and 
[TV.B14]:
[IV.B16]
Using this value for AG7° in Eq. [IV.B15] and rearranging we obtain
[TV.B17]
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This equation is equivalent to the more general form in Eq. [I1.E5]. Further rearrangement 
yields an expression for the argon dimer concentration in terms o f  the monomer 
concentration and the familiar reaction equilibrium constant, K , given by
W e can now use this expression (Eq. [IV.B18]) to calculate argon dimer 
concentrations. Throughout this work, it has been beneficial to employ more than one 
convention for the standard state. In this case, we choose our standard concentration to be 
the concentration o f the standard molar volume. This would be the ideal gas 
concentration, p° -  p/KT , at T = 273 .15K and p = latm . It is convenient in our 
calculations to  use length units in Angstroms (A), and in these units, 
p° «= 2.68676 x 10”SA ' 3  . As an example, we will calculate the argon dimer concentration 
for a specified temperature and monomer concentration. We will quote our concentrations 
as the dimensionless number o f “standard concentrations”, in other words, we will 
evaluate (p M /p ° )  in terms o f ( p ^ / p 0) . At a temperature o f 60K, (^A7j/V/)-2320.18A3.
Thus if for instance the monomer concentration, (pA,/p°) , is 0.001 we have
Under these conditions, the dimer is quite rare compared to the monomer and thus the 
overall concentration o f the gas can be envisioned to be roughly the monomer 
concentration.
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[IV.B18]
{ p A ,2 /P°) -  ( l A *  l v ) ( p ° ) { p j p ° f
6.23377 x 10‘ 8 [IV.B19]
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The dimer concentration will, o f course, increase with an increase in the “reactant” 
monomer concentration. In Fig. [IV.Bla] we show the argon dimer concentration as a 
function o f monomer concentration at a temperature o f 60K. The equilibrium expression, 
Eq. [IV.B18], requires the dimer concentration to rise quadratically with monomer 
concentration, as is displayed in the figure.
In Fig. JTV.Blb] we show the argon dimer concentration as a function o f 
temperature as calculated from Eq. [IV.B18] for the case of a monomer concentration,
(PatIp °) > o f 0.001 “standard concentrations”. As one would expea, the dimer 
concentration decreases with an increase in temperature. The dimer is the “energetically 
favored” species. But as temperature is increased, the free energy change for dimer 
formation (which dictates the resulting dimer concentration) becomes less dominated by 
energetic effects. Thus there is an increase in the number of “entropically favored” 
monomers.
We can relate our expressions for the temperature dependence o f the dimer 
concentration (and therefore the equilibrium constant) to some common expressions from 
classical thermodynamics. When the standard state pressure is held constant, the 
equilibrium constant changes with temperature according to the well known relationship
d \n K  AH
dT  "  KTl , [IV.B20]
where we have maintained the convention o f  “per molecule” quantities. (We again, have 
also dropped the “°” superscript which is unnecessary for AH and AE for ideal gases.) If, 
on the other hand, the standard state concentration is fixed, then one uses the relationship,
97
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d\nK  AE
dT “ kT1 [IV.B21]
or equivalently,
d \nK  dlnK  
d(y icr)m dp [TV.B22]
Upon inspection o f Eq. [IV.B18], we note that if we take the derivative o f InK 
with respect to p (= 1/kT) at constant standard concentration, we obtain
This is an ensemble average expression which is equivalent to that in Eq. [II.B1]:
The average potential energy is the energy change o f  the dimer formation reaction (given 
our dimer definition). Thus we can see the connection between the statistical 
thermodynamic expressions in Eqs. [IV.B23] and [IV.B24] and the corresponding 
classical thermodynamic expression in Eq. [IV.B21] (or [IV.B22]).
One thing that is apparent in Eq. [IV.B18] and related expressions above, is that 
the equilibrium constant (and therefore the dimer concentration) does not depend on the 
momentum contributions to the dimer and monomer partition functions. These effects 
dropped out in Eq. [IV.B16]. The two atoms exhibit a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 
o f velocities when they exist as a dimer as well as when they are free monomers. This 
touches on an important point about our dimer definition. Seeing that we included (into 
our dimer definition) particle momenta that could range from -oo to +® (see Eq. [TV.B6 ],
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d \nK  rfln( W V)
dp dp [IV.B23]
[TV.B24]
for example), a fraction o f our dimers will not be energetically bound. More specifically, 
the relative kinetic energy of the two atoms will at times be greater than (the negative of) 
the potential energy. Thus it is important to keep in mind the exact specifications o f  the 
model. We have defined a “dimer species” as a pair o f atoms (in an imperfect gas) that are 
very close to one another and place no specifications on their velocities. Defining dimers 
as pairs o f  atoms which are energetically bound is a different model, and thus the 
equilibrium concentrations of these dimers will be different (usually lower) than for 
purely “configurational” dimers. Both o f these definitions, though, will tend toward the 
same dimer concentration values at low temperature.
In our case, the concentration o f configurational dimer species is faithfully 
predicted by the model calculations which culminated in Eq. [IV.B18] (under the 
reasonable approximations which ignore the effects o f excluded volume and inter-cluster 
interactions). It is possible to test/check this model, at least for very small clusters (like 
dimers) by simulating an imperfect gas and determining the cluster/dimer concentration 
directly. We have performed a series o f  Monte Carlo simulations o f bulk argon gas. These 
simulations were carried out under periodic boundary conditions . 1,2 We simulated 200 
atoms with LJ pair potentials appropriate for argon in a volume which gives an overall 
particle density o f 0.01 “standard concentrations”. In each o f  these simulations, we 
determined the concentration o f  argon dimers according to the (configurational) dimer 
definition o f  our model calculations. M ore specifically, this involves counting (during the 
simulation) the number o f pairs o f  atoms that are within a distance, 2R«, o f  each other.
(In Section [II.C], we chose the cluster constraining volumes to  be S times the “per atom”
99
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bulk solid volume. Thus the maximum separation in the argon dimer would be 2Rc = 
9.208A .)
A total o f  8  simulations were run at temperatures o f 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 
100K. In Fig. [IV.B2] we show the resulting dimer concentration at each o f  these 
temperatures along with the corresponding uncertainties (given as two standard 
deviations). Also shown in this figure is a curve showing the predicted dimer 
concentration as calculated from Eq. [IV.B18]. In the calculation o f  this curve, the 
monomer concentration was taken as 0.01 “standard concentrations” . Thus we are 
approximating the monomer concentration in the gas simulations to  be the overall 
concentration o f  the gas (which is very reasonable). This figure clearly shows good 
agreement between the model calculations and the direct method o f  gas phase 
cluster/dimer counting. Thus, given a clear view of the cluster definition, we will rely 
upon the model calculations to provide a more efficient method for calculating 
concentrations o f  larger clusters than would be possible through direct evaluation.
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Figure [TV.B2]: Argon Dimer Concentration as a Function o f  Temperature 
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
A: Heat Capacity and Structural Transitions in Mixed Clusters 
In this section we will feature some interesting properties o f several Ar-Xe 13 
atom mixed clusters. Central to the discussion is the cluster heat capacity. This property 
indicates some unique structural characteristics in these clusters which will be rationalized 
in terms o f  more detailed information gathered from our simulations. A background on a 
number o f  topics discussed here is provided in Section [IV. A].
In Fig. [V.A 1 ] we give the heat capacity as a function o f temperature for 3 Ar-Xe 
mixed 13 atom clusters; Ar4 Xe9  , Ar3Xei0 , and Ar2Xen . We see an interesting feature 
developing in the curves (as we move from top to bottom). The Ar4Xeg cluster has a 
weak shoulder on the low temperature side of the main peak. This shoulder is more 
pronounced in the Ar3Xei0  cluster. And the Ar2Xen cluster clearly has tw o distinct 
peaks.
We will focus, for now, on the Ar2Xeu cluster. Given the discussion above, one 
might guess that if two distinct (well separated) energy levels can give rise to  a peak in the 
heat capacity curve, then perhaps three distinct energy levels can give rise to  two heat 
capacity peaks. This is true, and as an example we show in Fig. [V.A2] a simple three
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level model system. The energies o f the levels and their degeneracies give rise to a heat 
capacity curve that looks quite qualitatively similar to that for Ar2Xen .
A rough description of the transitions in this model system is as follows. Starting 
at low temperature, the system resides in the lowest level. As the temperature is 
increased, the system starts to significantly occupy the middle energy level. With the 
associated energy increase, there will be a peak in the heat capacity (T=20 in the figure).
It is important to note that the energy of the uppermost level is considerably higher than 
that o f the middle level and therefore transition into this (uppermost) level will not occur 
until higher temperature. This transition remains somewhat suppressed as the 
temperature is increased up to T ^ O  . (This is shown by the low point in the heat 
capacity curve.) And finally at T~60 we see a strong high temperature heat capacity peak 
which corresponds to  the large energy increase that occurs when probability shifts from 
the middle level into the uppermost level.
With regard to  the Ar2Xen cluster, it should be reasonable to assume that it can be 
roughly characterized as a system with 3 distinct categories o f  structures that are well 
separated in energy. The question at this point is; What are they? As a start, one 
reasonable assumption is that the lowest “energy level” is the global minimum. Therefore 
we must resolve the higher energy structures into two (remaining) categories. In Fig. 
[V.A3] on the left, w e show two (locally minimized) 13 atom Ar-Xe mixed clusters 
(ArsXeg clusters, in this case). There is a noticeable difference in the organization and 
very importantly, the number o f near neighbor bonds, in these tw o clusters. The lower 
structure appears somewhat “defective” while the upper structure appears to be far more
104
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successful at maximizing the number o f  near neighbor interactions. Therefore we should 
expect there to  be a significant difference in energy between these two structures. Closer 
inspection o f the upper structure shows that (from a number o f  viewing angles) it 
contains a central atom that is “hidden” between two staggered and capped “pentagons” 
o f atoms. (There is, o f  course some distortion.) This is a rough description o f the pure 13 
atom global minimum, the icosahedron. Icosahedral packing is very important in LJ 
clusters because it tends to maximize the number o f  near neighbor interactions, 
particularly amongst the outer atoms. 7 0
In our simulations we adopt a simple method to discern between these tightly 
packed and more defective structures. Following the standard quench o f  the mixed cluster, 
we change the potential interactions to those o f the pure argon cluster and then 
re-minimize. In Fig. [V. A3] we show the result o f this procedure (on the right) for the 
two mixed clusters. The upper (tightly packed) cluster gives the pure A r13 icosahedral 
global minimum. We will call any mixed cluster that gives the icosahedron after this 
process an “icosahedral root” structure. The lower structure, on the other hand, gives one 
o f the Arj3 defect structures. (Technically, this Ar13 structure is also based on icosahedral 
packing. However there is obviously a significant decrease in the amount o f near neighbor 
bonding compared to  the “perfect” icosahedron.) We should expect that mixed cluster 
structures that map as icosahedral roots (yield the icosahedron upon re>minimization) 
should commonly have an energetic distinction (lower in energy) from most o f  the rest o f 
the structures. Therefore we view the icosahedral root structures as the prime candidates
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for the “middle energy level” o f the Ar2Xen cluster and thus assign all o f  the rest o f  the 
structures (the “non-icosahedral roots”) to the “upper energy level” .
We have tracked (in the simulations) the probability of the icosahedral root 
structures in addition to the probability o f the global minimum (which is also an 
icosahedral root structure). In Fig. [V.A4] we show (for Ar2Xen ) each o f  these 
probabilities as a function o f temperature (along with the heat capacity curve). There is a 
steep drop (with increasing temperature) in each o f  these probability curves, each one 
being centered over a heat capacity peak. Starting at low temperature, the cluster is in its 
global minimum (note that the probability o f the icosahedral root must also be “one”). As 
the temperature is increased, the probability in the global minimum drops o ff over the 
region o f the low temperature heat capacity peak. Here the system is “moving into” a 
(larger) set of icosahedral root structures which are somewhat in higher energy. These 
structures (which are still quite low in energy compared to most o f  the rest o f  the minima) 
will dominate in the temperature range from about 30K on up to almost SOK. At higher 
temperature we see the probability o f the icosahedral root structures drop o ff in the 
region o f  the high temperature heat capacity peak (around 60K). At this point the system 
is moving into the much larger set o f loosely packed, higher energy structures which will 
then dominate at high temperature.
We can now summarize our rough energy categorization o f the Ar2X en cluster; 
The low energy level (Level 1) is the global minimum. The middle energy level (Level 2) is 
comprised o f  all o f the icosahedral root structures other than the global minimum. The 
high energy level (Level 3) is the very large number o f (remaining) loosely packed non-
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icosahedral root structures. In Fig. [V.A5], the probability o f  each of these levels is given 
as a function of temperature. We can see clearly from this figure that each level (category 
o f structures) has its own temperature regime where it dominates the overall 
thermodynamics o f the cluster.
We provide in Fig. [V.A6 ] a more detailed picture o f the energy structure o f  the 
A ^X en cluster. On the right we give four minimized cluster geometries. At the bottom is 
the global minimum, which contains a central argon atom. In the middle are two 
representative icosahedral root structures. An important feature in these structures is that 
they have a xenon atom in their centers. This is ultimately one o f the reasons why there is 
a large increase in the configurational phase space volume in moving from the global 
minimum to  these other icosahedral roots. There are many more o f these minima 
(remember that we have only been showing geometrically distinct minima) than there are 
for the global minimum, because roughly speaking, there are more xenons (in the cluster) 
that could be the central atom than there are argons. Furthermore it is reasonable to expect 
that the global minimum resides in a fairly “tight” potential energy well, while the xenon 
central geometries should be somewhat looser. (The argument is that there is more space 
for the outer atoms when they are arranged around a larger central atom.) Thus one might 
expect that there is less configurational volume in the well o f  the global minimum than 
there is for the other icosahedral roots. At the top right we have also included a  typical 
(representative) minimized structure from the high energy region. The important feature 
o f this structure is, o f course, its relatively loose packing.
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On the left in Fig. [V.A6 ] we give the energy diagram o f (distinct) potential 
minima. (This diagram was derived in the same way as described for the A r^  cluster 
above.) The arrows coming from the structures on the right point to their location on the 
energy diagram. The spacing o f the minima provides further justification for classing the 
Ar2Xen cluster as a three level system. Its basic features are in qualitative agreement with 
the (discrete) three level model system presented above.
With a knowledge o f the basic structure types in the Ar2Xeu cluster, it is 
reasonable to classify its “phase transitions”. We feel that the high temperature transition, 
where the cluster moves from its (xenon central) icosahedral root structures into the more 
defective (and more isomerizable) high energy structures, is quite similar to  the case for 
the Arn cluster discussed above. Therefore, this would be its “solid-like”/” liquid-like” 
transition. The low temperature transition, where the system moves between two types 
o f relatively well organized and tightly arranged clusters, should be a “solid-like”/”solid- 
like” transition.
Any doubt o f  this classification probably rests on the question o f how “solid­
like” the xenon central, icosahedral root structures are. One way to better answer this 
question, would be to  run some MD simulations. We can guess though, that the energy 
barriers separating these minima should be relatively high. Furthermore the temperature 
regime where these structures dominate (about 30K) is relatively low (with respect to 
barrier crossing in general) for a “xenon-rich” cluster o f  this size. It is therefore likely that 
the typical residence time in one o f these minima is relatively long with respect to a 
typical vibrational period.
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At this point we turn to the heat capacity curves for the other clusters (Ar4 Xe9  
and Ar3 Xeio) presented in Fig. [V.A1]. As mentioned above, one o f the important 
features that gives rise to a distinct peak in the heat capacity is the energy separation o f 
the characteristic regions o f interest. We could easily show using the simple discrete three 
level model, that two heat capacity peaks will gradually “overlap”, thus forming a 
shouldered peak, and then ultimately one large peak as the energy separation o f  the levels 
is decreased. This is what we are seeing in the Ar4Xe9  and Ar3 Xei0  clusters. In Fig.
[V.A7] we give the energy diagrams for all three of the clusters presented in Fig. [V.A1]. 
In each o f these diagrams the scale is the same, while the values are simply offset (from 
one diagram to the other). In each o f  the diagrams for Ar4 Xe9  and Ar3Xei0  ,we see a 
handful o f (geometrically distinct) minima above the global minimum that could be 
“candidates” for a middle energy level. Taking the high density region of high energy 
minima as the uppermost level, we notice as we move from ArjXen to Ar3Xejo and then 
to Ar4Xe9  that the spacing (in energy) between the levels is decreasing. The high energy 
levels get closer to the global minimum thus leaving less space for a well separated middle 
level. The result is that as the temperature is increased from low T and the middle energy 
minima become populated, the high energy minima are low enough in energy to also 
become populated (to some degree). Without a large enough energy gap to suppress (until 
higher T) the transition to the higher energy minima, the distinction o f a middle energy 
level is lost. The largest energy level separation in Fig. [V.A7] is for the Ar2Xeu cluster, 
and that is the one with the distinct low temperature heat capacity peak.
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We should still expect that “middle energy” structures in the Ar4Xe9  and the 
Ar3Xeio clusters are also the cause o f the weak shoulder and the strong shoulder in their 
respective heat capacity curves (in Fig. [V.A1]). And we should therefore guess that here 
too, icosahedral root structures comprise the middle energy region. In Fig. [V. A8 ] we 
show, for Ar4 Xe9  and Ar3 Xei0  , plots o f global minimum and icosahedral root 
probabilities similar to the one for Ar2Xen (in Fig. [V.A4]). In both cases the probability 
curves for the global minimum drop over the shoulders (in the heat capacity) and the 
curves for the icosahedral roots drop over the main peaks. Additionally, we also give in 
Fig. [V. A9] the (explicit) probability curves for each level (structure category). 
Comparing these curves (also with those for Ar2Xen in Fig. [V.A5]) shows more clearly 
how the “middle level” becomes increasing less dominant as one moves from Ar2Xen to 
Ar3Xeio and then to Ar4Xe9 .
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Figure [V.A1]: Heat Capacities of Mixed Ar-Xe 13 Atom Clusters
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Figure [V.A2]: Model Three Level System
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R o o t S tr u c tu r e s
Figure [V.A3]: Mixed Cluster Root Structures
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Figure [V.A6 ]: Energy Diagram and Important Structures for A^Xej i
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Figure [V.A7]: Energy Diagrams for 13 Atom Ar-Xe Mixed Clusters
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Figure [V.A9]: Thermal Probabilities o f three Structural Classes in Ar4 Xe9  and ArsXejo
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B. Thermodynamic Integrations 
The topics discussed in the remaining sections o f this chapter will rely heavily on 
the results o f  the free energy calculations described in Chapter n . For this reason, we 
begin in this section with a discussion o f  the thermodynamic integrations and scaling 
procedures. The important concepts associated with this topic were introduced in Section 
[H.B],
Arguments were given in Section [II.B] for why it is undesirable to extend the 
integration o f  Eq. [II.B 1 ] (over temperature) up to the calculable reference state at infinite 
temperature. We identified this path as being equivalent to a simple form o f  linear scaling 
which could be interpreted in terms o f  Eq. [II.B2]. On the other hand, the nonlinear 
separation-shified scaling technique is well adapted for linking a cluster at finite 
temperature with this reference state (again, through the integration of Eq. [II.B2]).
We compare these two forms o f  scaling in Fig. [V.B1], where the pure Art3  cluster 
is used as a test system. We show in this figure, the derivative o f the log o f  the partition 
function with respect to X for both forms o f scaling. The goal in this case is to  calculate
the cluster partition function at a temperature o f  SOK. (Each point on the curves for both 
scalings was the result of the same number o f  data sampling points. Parallel tempering 
was not used in either case.) It is clear that the separation-shifted scaling path will result 
in the more reliable value for the overall change in the partition function.
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Though there is nothing wrong with the linear scaling over a wide range o f  X (and
therefore a wide range o f temperature), but the path between X = 0 (T = oo) and X = 0.1
(T ~ S00K) is a difficult region over which to integrate. If the desire is to  obtain quality 
results for the partition function values, the nonlinear scaling is worth the investment. 
This (scaled integration) can be done once at a single temperature, and partition function 
values at other temperatures o f  interest can then be determined by the more standard 
integration o f Eq. [II.B1].
We move now to a more detailed discussion o f the separation-shifted scaled 
integrations. When this scaled potential was introduced (Eq. [II.B5]), we noted that this 
potential has an extra parameter in addition to X . This is the shift parameter, 6  . Though
6  does not affect the value o f the endpoints (at X = 0 and 1), it does change the path o f
the integration. It is interesting to assess the effect that this parameter has on the 
reliability o f the integration.
A comparison for a range of shift parameter values is shown in Fig. [V.B2]. The 
test system in this case is the Ar7  cluster, where we calculate its partition function at a 
temperature o f 33.3K. (The sampling was not as extensive as in our standard simulations 
described in Section [II I] which were run about 5 times longer.) Shown in the figure are 
the values for the uncertainty in the log o f the partition function (after completion o f the 
integration). These uncertainty estimates are the result o f  a simple error propagation 
based on the values for the uncertainties o f each o f  the derivative points obtained by 
simulation.
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It is clear in this figure that there is an optimal range for the shift parameter value. 
The reason for this can be explained in terms o f the nature o f the integration path, or more 
specifically, the nature o f the scaled ensembles which are characteristic o f  any specific 
value for 6  . We investigate this in Figs. [V.B3-6]. Each curve corresponds to a single k  
value. (The range o f  these values is given in the figures.) Fig. [V.B3] is provided for 
comparison. This is the case of simple linear scaling o f the LJ potential. The repulsive 
(high energy) part o f  the potential appears quite abruptly (starting from the non­
interacting state). This is the cause o f the large (negative) derivative values that are 
obtained at small k , as described in Section [II.B].
We see in Fig. [V.B4] that the family o f  curves for the separation-shifted scaling at 
6  = 2.5 (A2) is somewhat similar to the case for simple linear scaling. The shift parameter 
is not large enough to attenuate the large potential values at small interparticle 
separations. The integration path for 6  = 2.5 is thus characterized by unstable derivative 
values at small k  values (similar to the case for linear scaling). We see from Fig. [II.B2] 
that shift parameter values in this range carry a high overall uncertainty.
The scalings for 6  = 10 are shown in Fig. [V.B5], Here the potential curves (the
repulsive part, in particular) rise gently as k  is increased. And we see that this shift 
parameter comes from an optimal range for the uncertainties in Fig. [V.B2]. The potential 
curves for the less optimal parameter, 6  = 2 0 , are quite different looking. Here, in the
lower range o f  the k  values, a region o f low potential energy grows in at very small
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interparticle separations. The ensembles generated at these (lower) X values do not map 
smoothly into the ensembles that are ultimately exhibited as \  nears a value o f 1. In other 
words, there appears to be no benefit to drawing the particles into small separations only 
to be pushed out again at higher values o f X . The particles, o f  course, are not actually
“pushed” out during the course o f any single ensemble simulation, but it is a virtual effect 
manifested in the value o f the derivative.
1 2 3
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Figure [V.B1]: Comparison of Integration Paths to Obtain the Partition Function at 50K 
for the 13 Atom Argon Cluster ( 6  = 10A2  in the separation-shifted potential)
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Figure [V.B2]: C om parison o f  Integration Paths for Separation-Shifted Potential S ca lin g  
(Calculated U ncertainty in ln(q/V ) as a  Function o f  the shift param eter for Ar7 at 3 3 .3 K )
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Figure [V.B3]: Ar-Ar Linearly Scaled LJ Potential
(X = 0 .01 ,0 .0 5 ,0 .1 ,0 .2 ,0 .3 ,0 .4 ,0 .5 ,0 .6 ,0 .7 ,0 .8 ,0 .9 , and 1)
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Figure [V.B4]: Ar-Ar Separation-Shifted Potential, 6  =  2.5A 2  
(X = 0 .0 1 ,0 .0 5 ,0 .1 ,0 .2 ,0 .3 ,0 .4 ,0 .5 ,0 .6 ,0 .7 , 0 .8 ,0 .9 , and 1)
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Figure [V .B 5]: Ar-Ar Separation-Shifted P otentia l, 6  =  io A 2 
(X = 001> 0  05> 0 1 > 0 -2 ,0 .3 ,0 .4 ,0 .5 ,0 .6 ,0 .7 ,0 .8 ,0 .9 , and 1)
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r (A)
Figure [V.B6 ]: Ar-Ar Separation-Shifted Potential, 6  -  20A2 
(A. = 0 .01 ,0 .05 ,0 .1 ,0 .2 ,0 .3 ,0 .4 ,0 .5 ,0 .6 , 0 .7 , 0 .8 , 0 .9 , and 1 )
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C: Cluster Concentrations and the Formation Reaction: General Trends
In this section w e will feature and discuss so m e o f  our results on cluster  
concentrations and thermodynamic quantities associated  with the cluster form ation  
reaction. These (and other related) quantities will o ften  show  effects that are strongly 
dependent on individual cluster structural characteristics. W e will focus on so m e  o f  these 
cases in later sections. Here, the goal is to exam ine the m ost fundamental trends in AGf°, 
etc. as a function o f  variables such as temperature, m onom er concentration, cluster size, 
and stoichiometry.
The results presented here are derived from  expressions that w ere explained in 
Sections [H E ] and [ILF]. W e start this section with a discussion o f  the concentrations o f  
mixed clusters in a mixed imperfect gas. These concentrations are calculated from  the 
standard reaction equilibrium expressions given in Section  [II.E]. Given that cluster 
concentrations are intimately linked to  the Gibbs ff e e  energy o f  formation, w e  then move 
to  a m ore direct analysis o f  this quantity as w ell as its  com ponent contributions. Later in 
this section, w e cover som e results which elucidate so m e o f  the key considerations 
regarding the entropy change for the cluster form ation reaction. The theory for this was 
developed in Section [II.F],
Many o f  the fundam ental underlying trends for  all clusters are exhibited by 
clusters o f  just tw o  atom s. F o r  this reason w e  w ill begin  with a discussion o f  the  
concentrations o f  pure and m ixed dimers. In Fig. [V .C 1 ] w e  show  the Gog o f  the)
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concentration o f dimers in an Ar-Xe mixed imperfect gas as a function o f  temperature. In 
this case we have a 50/50 mixture of Ar and Xe monomers, each at a concentration of 
0.001 “standard concentrations”. In other words, p A/p °  = Pxe/p° = 0.001 , where p° is 
the ideal gas concentration o f the standard molar volume defined by the conditions, T = 
273.15K and p = latm . The cluster concentrations were calculated for these conditions 
according to Eq. [II.E5]. (Section [IV.B] includes an explicit development o f these 
calculations for the case o f  the argon dimer.) Viewing any one of the curves in Fig. [V.C1] 
shows, o f course, that the dimer concentration decreases with temperature. As discussed 
in the Section [IV.B], this can be rationalized in terms o f effects on the free energy of 
formation. As the temperature is increased, the energetic benefits o f  having dimers 
becomes increasingly outweighed by their entropic cost.
It is important to compare the concentrations o f  each of the three types o f dimers 
in Fig. [V.Cl]. In this comparison, one should bear in mind the LJ pair potential curves 
given in Fig. [1.1]. The important consideration is the relative strengths o f  the potential 
interactions; Xe-Xe is the strongest, Ar-Ar is the weakest, and the mixed Ar-Xe 
interaction is in between. It is reasonable to expect that the pure Xe dimer would be the 
most abundant due to its energetic favorability. Fig. [V .C l] shows that this is, in fact, true 
at low temperatures. At high temperatures, on the other hand, we see that the mixed Ar- 
Xe dimer is the most abundant. This is due to its entropic favorability. We can explain 
this in terms o f  a rough physical argument. In a 50/50 gas mixture, there are twice as many 
ways to bring together a mixed pair o f atoms than there are for any particular pure pair.
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This effect is a manifestation of the mixing entropy, Smu, which was defined/discussed in 
Section [II.F], The Ar dimer is neither energetically nor entropically favored. Therefore 
there is no temperature regime where it is the most abundant.
We can compare the behavior o f the dimers in the mixed Ar-Xe gas to  an 
analogous case for an Ar-Kr gas. In Fig. [V.C2] we show a similar plot o f  the Gog of the) 
concentration o f the pure Ar, pure Kr, and mixed Ar-Kr dimers. And similarly, we have a 
50/50 mixture of Ar and Kr monomers at concentrations o f Pa/ P 0 = Pk/P °  = 0.001 . 
Figure [V.C2] shows that the general behavior amongst the three types o f  dimers is the 
same. The difference between the two mixed gases is that the pure Kr and the Ar-Kr 
dimers exhibit lower concentrations compared to the respective pure Xe and Ar-Xe 
dimers. This is, o f course, due to the stronger interactions in the latter two. We also note 
that the temperature at which the Ar-Kr dimer becomes more abundant than the pure Kr 
dimer is lower than the corresponding temperature exhibited by the Ar-Xe system. This 
can be roughly explained by the fact that energetic effects are (overall) weaker in this 
system. Therefore the temperature when entropic effects start to dominate will be lower.
We will now examine some trends in the concentrations o f larger mixed clusters. In 
Fig. [V.C3] we show the (log o f the) concentrations o f  13 atom Ar-Xe mixed clusters at 
three temperatures. The conditions are again such that there is a 50/50 mixture o f  Ar and 
Xe monomers. In these plots we cover the whole “stoichiometric series”, in other words, 
all possible clusters o f the chemical formula, AraXeb , such that the total number o f  atoms 
(n = a + b) is 13 . On the x axis o f these plots we have the number o f Xe atoms, b, in the
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cluster. Thus, at b = 0 ,  we have the pure 13 atom argon cluster. At b = 13 , we have the 
pure 13 atom xenon cluster. All o f the other stoichiometries range in order (along the x 
axis) between these b values.
At low temperature (T = 3 OK), it is seen that the “xenon-rich” clusters (the ones 
at high b values, on the right) are the most abundant. This is the same trend that we saw 
for the dimers. And again, as for the dimers, the more evenly mixed clusters are more 
abundant at higher temperatures. (We should point out that at a temperature as high as 
200K, these “clusters” will not behave as clusters in the typical sense that they are 
usually studied (since their dissociation energy «  200K). But, the properties under these 
conditions are still (computationally) characterizeable given the cluster definition. 
Therefore, the trends at these high temperatures should be considered useful in that they 
are a limiting case for the model.)
Cluster concentrations are very closely linked to their respective free energies o f 
formation. In many circumstances, it is more generally useful to examine the trends in the 
free energies rather than cluster concentrations (which must always be put in terms of 
more specific sets o f  conditions). Given in Fig. [V.C4] are the standard Gibbs free energy 
of formation, -AGf° , for 13 atom Ar-Xe mixed clusters. As in Fig. [V.C3], we maintain 
the same convention where the clusters are indexed by the number o f  Xe atoms, b, on the 
x axis. In these, and in most o f our forthcoming results, we have chosen to report our 
standard free energy (and entropy) values in terms o f a standard pressure. In many of 
these cases (as here in Fig. [V.C4]), the standard pressure will be 1 atm . (It will also at
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times be useful to  change the standard states to other pressure values. See Section [II.E] 
and the forthcoming discussion later in this section.)
Trends in the standard free energy o f formation across a stoichiometric series of n 
atom clusters can be best interpreted by first reviewing Eq. [II.E5]. We here repeat this 
equation in the form
where pa,b is the concentration o f the cluster, A r.X eb , and p Ar and pXe are the monomer 
concentrations, and where it is understood that AGf° will also be specific to the cluster, 
AraXeb . (We also note that for the standard state convention, p° = latm  (such as in Fig. 
[V.C4]), the standard concentration, p ° , must always be such that p° = p°/kT .) If  one 
considers any case where there is a 50/50 mixture o f  monomers, then we have p Ar = pXe. 
Thus Eq. [V .C l] will simplify to
(where again, n = a + b). Furthermore, for any case where clusters are compared with the 
same total number o f  atoms, n (such as in Fig. [V.C4]), the right hand term in Eq. [V.C2] 
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over any stoichiometric series o f fixed n. Therefore clusters o f the same total number o f 
atoms can be ranked in abundance according to the “lowness” o f their respective AGf° 
values. This will hold at any value o f monomer concentration as long as the monomers are 
at a 50/50 mixture (as long as p Ar = pXe)
It can now be verified that the formation free energies in Fig. [V.C4] effectively 
elucidate the trends in concentration given in Fig. [V.C3], In this case there was a 50/50 
mixture o f monomers, and therefore Eq. [V.C3] holds. At low temperature, the xenon-rich 
clusters have the lowest AGf° values and at high temperature, the more evenly mixed 
clusters have the lowest AGf° values.
An additional benefit o f examining trends in the reaction free energy is that it can 
be assessed in terms o f  its enthalpic and entropic contributions. These component 
contributions, the enthalpy of formation, AHf, and the entropy o f  formation, ASf°, are
included in Fig. [V.C4], In this figure we have plotted the entropy change as -ASf° 
(therefore “ordered” is “up” and “disordered” is “down”), so as to make the contributions 
to AGf° additive. One can see from these plots that the standard free energy o f formation 
follows the trends in AHf at low temperature. While at high temperature, AGf° tends to 
follow the trends in A Sf°.
The general trends in Fig. [V.C4] for the Ar-Xe “ Bom ers” are quite typical, and 
therefore should be considered somewhat representative for the other mixed cluster sizes. 
The enthalpy o f formation (which is for the most part the average potential energy o f the
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cluster) trends down as the number o f  xenon atoms in the cluster increases. This is to  be 
expected, since xenon atoms are more strongly “bonding” than argon atoms. The trends in 
the entropy of formation will change significantly as one goes from low temperature to 
high temperature. At high temperature (200K), ASf° shows that the more evenly mixed 
clusters are clearly the most entropically favored. The shape ASf° is characteristic o f the 
mixing entropy, S,„jX (This will be discussed more explicitly below). Other effects in ASf°
also become important at 100K. Here, we see a general entropic difference between 
xenon-rich and argon-rich clusters. The stronger interactions in the xenon-rich clusters will 
take effect in the Boltzmann weighting at higher temperatures. Thus they are generally 
more ordered. We also note that at low temperature (30K), there are some irregularities in 
both ASf° and A H f across the stoichiometric series. These irregularities are due to 
individual cluster structural characteristics. Typically, striking differences in structure are 
most apparent at low temperatures. (We will discuss some of these structural trends in a 
later section.)
We will now discuss the entropy of formation in more detail where we will show 
the important effects as separate contributions. These entropic effects were introduced in 
Section [II.F], where they have been discussed in formal detail. In Section [H.F], we 
identified three component contributions to the (standard) entropy o f formation o f a 
(mixed) cluster. These are. the (standard) pure monomer localization entropy, S|OC° ; the 
mixing entropy, S,™; and the cluster configurational entropy, Sconf
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W e show these contributions on the left side o f  Fig. [V.C5] for the stoichiometric 
series o f  Ar-Xe Homers at a temperature o f 60K and standard pressure o f  latm . As 
described in Section [ILF], S|0C° is the entropy change that occurs when n (in this case, 
13) monomers o f the same atom type are localized into a small region that is about the 
size o f  a cluster (under standard conditions). (The cluster as a whole is allowed free 
translation. However the remaining degrees o f freedom are confined to a much smaller 
space.) Because it is entropicaily less demanding to localize a mixed stoichiometry o f the 
same number o f atoms (under standard conditions), we have the mixing entropy, , 
which is a quantitative measure o f  this effect relative to the pure cluster/case. In addition 
to these entropic localization costs, we must consider the degree o f  structural ordering 
within the cluster. This is the cluster configurational entropy, Sconf . This is defined (in 
Section [H.F]) as the entropy difference between the cluster and its corresponding 
imaginary cluster o f  (localized, but) completely disordered atoms.
We can imagine the total entropy change for the formation o f  a cluster to occur as 
a stepwise process in terms of these component contributions. This process is shown on 
the right panel o f Fig. [V.C5]. The first entropic contribution (the arrow starting from the 
zero line) occurs upon the localization o f the necessary monomers into the small region 
which defines the cluster. This entropy decrease is given by the pure monomer 
localization entropy, to which we must then add the mixing entropy to adjust for the 
mixed clusters in the series. At this point, we have the entropy change for forming 
completely disordered clusters. This establishes the convex trend across the
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stoichiometric series. To these values, we then add the configurational entropy. This 
accounts for the entropy reduction that occurs when completely disordered clusters attain 
the state o f their normal respective physical clusters. The addition of the three entropic 
contributions (the curves on the left) gives the overall entropy o f formation, ASf° (the
resulting curve on the right).
In upcoming sections, we intend to use the configurational entropy, Sconf , as a 
measure o f the internal entropy of a cluster. This quantity can be a revealing structural 
diagnostic. In Fig. [V.C6 ] we show some o f the general trends in Sconf over the Ar-Xe 
Homer series at three temperatures. As expected, the configurational entropy decreases 
(from curve to curve) as the temperature is lowered. At the highest temperature (100K), 
we see a smooth decrease in Sconf as the number o f Xe atoms in the cluster increases. This 
general trend accounts for the differences in ASf° (at 100K) between the xenon-rich and 
the argon-rich clusters noted in the comments on Fig. [V.C4], At the somewhat lower 
temperature o f  60K, we see a slightly more complex trend. There is a steeper drop in Sconf 
at the two most xenon-rich clusters, ArXeu and X e^ . These two clusters are near their 
(cluster) phase transitions at this temperature and thus are beginning to be restricted to a 
much smaller set o f  configurational arrangements (compared to the rest o f the clusters in 
the series). At the lowest temperature, 25K, the series exhibits a number o f  non­
monotone trends. It is clear that under these circumstances the trends in SCOnf cannot 
simply be rationalized in terms of xenon-richness. Some o f these trends will be discussed 
in detail in a later section.
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At this point we move to a discussion o f some of the general cluster size trends. 
Here, we will restrict ourselves to pure argon clusters. In Fig. [V.C7] we show the 
concentrations o f all pure argon clusters up to a total size of n = 14 atoms at a 
temperature o f  100K. Here, the monomer concentration is equivalent to  a corresponding 
ideal gas concentration at a pressure o f 1 atm . Thus, because the monomers are the most 
abundant, the overall pressure o f this imperfect gas will also be (very roughly) about 1 
atm . (In this plot we give the cluster concentrations relative to the monomer 
concentration.) Under these conditions, there is a monotone decrease in the cluster 
concentration with cluster size. In other words, in a typical imperfect gas, each 
sequentially larger cluster becomes increasingly rare. (There some exceptions to this rule, 
usually near super-saturated conditions, which will be discussed in a later section.)
It is best to explain these trends in terms o f  the free energy o f  formation and its 
component contributions. By varying the choice o f  standard pressure, we can (for simple 
cases) conveniently interpret the cluster abundances simply by assessing the value o f the 
(chosen) standard Gibbs free energy o f  formation. We will first justify this interpretation 
in terms o f the general equilibrium equations that describe cluster concentrations. (Also 
see Section [H.E].) The concentrations o f pure n-atom argon clusters in an argon gas are 
calculated according to  Eq. [V.C1], which in this case takes the form
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I f  the argon monomer concentration (partial pressure) is at the standard concentration 
(pressure) then we have (pAr/p°) = (pAr/p°) = 1 . Therefore Eq. [V.C4] will reduce to the 
simple expression,
Thus there is a direct proportionality between the log o f the cluster concentration and 
-AGf°/kT. This expression allows us to quickly assess the size trends in the clusters, 
where they can be ranked in abundance according to the “lowness” o f their respective 
AGf° values (for the conditions, p Ar = p° (pAr = p°)).
Given the development above, we can verify that trends in the appropriately 
chosen standard formation free energies will elucidate the trends in the cluster 
concentrations shown in Fig. [V.C7], Recalling that these cluster concentrations 
correspond to a monomer partial pressure o f 1 atm, the convenient AGf° values are 
therefore those for a standard pressure o f 1 atm . (Thus, we can use Eq. [V.C5].) In Fig. 
[V.C8 ] we give these free energy values (for T = 100K, p° = latm) over the size series o f
pure argon clusters. Accounting for the fact that we have plotted “plus” AGf°/kT (and
also that we used a base 10 log in Fig. [V.C7]), the two representations in Figs. [V.C7] 
and [V.C8 ] are, in essence, identical. The most abundant clusters, the dimers, have the 
lowest standard free energy values and the subsequent free energies steadily rise as the 
number o f atoms in the cluster increases.
[V.C5]
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We are now in a position to rationalize these trends. In Fig. [V.C 8 ] we also show 
the cluster enthalpies and entropies o f formation. Across the size series, w e see a 
(favorable) decrease in the enthalpy o f formation as the number o f  atoms in the cluster, n, 
increases. But with this comes a steeper decrease in the entropy o f formation. Because 
the drop in AHf/kT cannot keep up with the rise in -ASf°/k, AGf°/kT becomes
progressively more positive (and thus the clusters become progressively more rare).
We see from above that the entropy o f formation has a limiting effect on the 
cluster concentrations. The main cause o f  this is revealed in Fig. [V.C9], H ere we show 
the entropic contributions, S|0C° and Sconf, to the overall entropy o f formation. ( S ^  = 0, 
for pure clusters.) We see that the configurational entropy is small compared to the 
monomer localization entropy. In fact, if  we ignored Sconf altogether, S |OC° by itself is 
negative enough to still make the formation free energies positive and upward trending 
with size. Thus as clusters get bigger, it is seen that with each additional atom, the 
entropic cost o f  localizing a free monomer into the cluster outweighs the energetic gains 
that result from forming the additional (van der Waals) bonds (under standard conditions).
As was noted in Section [II.F], the entropy o f monomer localization has a 
fundamental influence on the cluster concentrations. I f  the temperature is fixed, it is 
actually this quantity alone that varies when cluster concentrations vary (with, for 
example, monomer concentration). In order to increase the cluster concentration at a fixed 
temperature, it is necessary to  reduce the entropic cost of monomer localization. This can 
be attained through an increase in the concentration (partial pressure) o f  the monomers. In
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ideal gas chemical equilibrium expressions, the concentration (or partial pressure)
“inputs” and “outputs” simply serve to  change the entropy localization effects 
(exclusively). These entropy localization effects will adjust (within the equilibrium 
expression) to  yield a net entropy change that will make the overall free energy change 
zero (at equilibrium). The enthalpic effects (which contribute to the value o f  the 
equilibrium constant) will not change as the concentrations o f the species are varied. If for 
example, the free energy change between standard states is positive, then an equilibrium 
condition can be reached if the products exist at a lower concentration (partial pressure) 
and thus a higher molar entropy (than the standard state). This serves to lower the free 
energy change (compared to the standard free energy change) thus bringing it to zero.
If the temperature is decreased, the enthalpic weighting in the overall free energy 
change is increased (relative to the entropic weighting). Furthermore AHf also decreases 
with T (because the cluster thermal potential energy decreases with T). The overall effect 
on the free energy o f  formation across the (pure argon cluster) size series can be seen in 
the left hand panel o f  Fig. [V.C10], Here the conditions are for a temperature o f 50K and 
a standard pressure o f 1 atm . This is the same standard pressure as was used in Figs. 
[V.C8 ] and [V.C9] (where T = 100K). At this lower temperature, the localization entropy 
is about the same (as at 1 00K). (There are some effects on Sioc° due to the fact that the
(standard) volume per atom for monomers changes with T at constant p°, while the 
“volume” per atom in the cluster (definition) does not.) And though the configurational 
entropy decreases somewhat, thus decreasing the overall ASf° , the enthalpic contribution
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is now large enough to compensate for the entropic costs of cluster formation (at p° = 
latm).
It is seen in the left panel o f Fig. [V.C10] that the larger clusters show a negative 
free energy o f formation. AGf° trends downward as size is further increased. For the case
of monomers at a partial pressure o f  1 atm , the model is showing large clusters to be 
increasing in abundance beyond the abundance o f the monomers. What this means is that 
the “gas” is unphysical, the system would be condensed under these conditions.
The system can still of course be a gas at this temperature if we were to lower the 
(monomer) pressure. In contrast, on the right hand side o f  Fig. [V.C10] we show the free 
energy o f formation at the same temperature, but for a reference pressure o f  1 0 ' 6  atm. 
Using Eq. [V.C5], these free energy values will show the cluster concentration trends for 
when the monomers are at a partial pressure o f  10*6atm . At this pressure, the entropy of 
formation, ASf° , is much more negative compared to the case for p° = latm on the left.
This raises the A G f° values (notice that A H f does not change). Thus, the concentration 
trends (at 1 0 ' 6  atm) revert to the pattern where clusters decrease in abundance with size.
In moving from monomers at a partial pressure o f  1 atm to monomers at 10' 6  a tm , 
we have drastically changed the entropy o f  formation. As alluded to above, the 
corresponding decrease in the cluster concentrations is solely due to an increase in the 
entropic cost o f  monomer localization. In Fig. [V .C11], we show the entropic 
contributions to the overall entropy o f  formation, ASf° , at p° = latm and 1 0 ‘6atm . The 
configurational entropy is an internal property o f  the cluster and is therefore the same at
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the two standard pressures. There is, on the other hand, a big difference between the S|0C° 
values. And this gives rise to the significant difference in the ASr° values. The localization 
entropies become very largely negative at the p° =10*6  atm. This is what brings the 
entropy of formation down to values that outweigh the enthalpic contributions (to the 
overall AGf°) shown (on the right) in Fig. [V.C10], At this (standard) pressure, the figure
shows that S|0C° comprises the largest portion o f  the overall ASf° . This situation is 
similar to the case for T = 100K and p° = la tm , in Fig. [V.C9],
In the discussion above, we have restricted ourselves to cases where there were 
smooth progressions o f cluster abundance as size was varied. One might expect that 
cluster abundances could vary quite irregularly as a function o f size. This effect is not 
particularly strong in LJ clusters. There are some cases, however, where the model does 
predict a local maximum in abundance (a magic number) for certain clusters that have a 
special thermodynamic stability. These qualities are generally exhibited by the model 
under (what would be) bulk supersaturated conditions . 10 These conditions correspond to 
cases where the imperfect gas is meta-stable. Over a range o f small cluster sizes, clusters 
will decrease in abundance as size is increased. The trend continues on up to  the most rare 
cluster, which is known as the critical cluster size. (The concept o f critical cluster size is 
important in the study o f  bulk phase behavior because it effects a free energy barrier to 
nucleation.) Clusters larger than the critical cluster size would be predicted by the model 
to continually increase in abundance with size. This general behavior can be seen in the
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free energy of formation in Fig. [V.C10] (on the left), where AGf° increases through the 
small cluster sizes and then drops off again over the range o f larger clusters.
When a particular range o f  cluster sizes is in the vicinity o f  the critical cluster size, 
a magic number (within this size range) will exhibit a local maximum in abundance. We can 
conveniently show this by (again) using Eq. [V.CS] and varying the standard pressure to 
assess conditions for the equivalent monomer partial pressure. Thus a local maximum in 
abundance will correspond to  a local minimum in AGf°. We show two example conditions 
in Fig. [V.C12], At a temperature o f  15K and a (standard) pressure o f  lxlO ' 12 atm, it is 
seen that the very structurally significant Arl3  cluster exhibits a strong minimum in AGf°
and thirteen is thus a magic number. Among pure clusters, At7  is also special because it 
shows another particularly significant global minimum structure. At 15K and lxlO ' 9  atm, 
we see that this cluster can be classed as a magic number. Results similar to these have 
also been documented elsewhere . 10 We have presented them here as an aid in our 
discussion o f mixed cluster magic numbers, which will be covered in a forthcoming 
section.
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Figure [V.C1]: Dimer Concentration as a Function o f Temperature 
(Ar2 , Xe2 , and ArXe)
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Figure [V.C2]: Dimer Concentration as a  Function o f Temperature 
(Ar2 , Kr2 , and ArKr)
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Figure [V.C3]: Relative Cluster Abundance as a Function of Stoichiometry 
for Mixed Ar-Xe 13 Atom Clusters
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Entropic Contributions: Formation Reaction at 60K (Ar-Xe 13omers)
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Figure [V.C6 ]: Configurational Entropy for 13 Atom Mixed Ar-Xe Clusters
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as a Function of size (n) _______
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Figure [V.C7]: Concentration of Pure Argon Clusters as a Function o f Size
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Figure [V.C8 ]: Thermodynamics of the Formation Reaction for Pure Argon Clusters (100K)
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Figure [V.C9]: Entropic Contributions for Pure Argon Clusters (100K)
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Figure [V.C10]: Thermodynamics o f the Formation Reaction for Pure Argon Clusters (50K)
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Figure [V.C11]: Entropic Contributions for Pure Argon Clusters (50K)
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D: Ar-Xe 7omers and the Replacement Reaction
In this section, we will discuss some interesting cluster structural trends in the 
stoichiometric series o f Ar-Xe 7omers. These trends will be viewed in terms o f  the 
replacement reaction which was introduced in Section [H.G]. For an Ar-Xe system, the 
replacement reaction is given by the equation,
In this reaction a Xe monomer is added to the cluster and an Ar monomer is liberated. The 
number o f atoms in the cluster (n) remains constant (thus for the 7omers, a + b = n = 7).
The thermodynamic properties associated with this reaction can provide a very 
convenient and sensitive means for comparing the product and reactant clusters, AraXeb 
and Ara+iXeb.i . As an example, the relative abundance o f  these two clusters is closely 
related to the standard free energy change, AGr° . The general equation relating the 
concentrations o f  the reactant and product species to the (replacement) reaction free 
energy change was given in Eq. [II.G4], For our purposes here, we express Eq. [II.G4] as
This equation gives the relative concentrations o f the clusters, AraXeb and Ara+iXeb-i as a 
function o f the monomer concentrations and the standard free energy change for the 
reaction. Because the replacement reaction destroys and creates an equivalent number o f
Xe + Ara^ Xe b-1 -*• AraXeb + Ar [V.D1]
[V.D2]
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reactant and product “gas molecules”, we have (for convenience) dropped the ratios 
involving the standard concentration, p°.
We have shown in the previous section that it is often desirable to interpret 
cluster concentrations more directly in terms o f the standard free energy change for the 
reaction. This, among other things, allows us to then assess the effects on cluster 
abundance and stability in terms o f  the more fundamental energetic and entropic 
characteristics. We can achieve this convenience by restricting ourselves to any case 
where there is a 50/50 mixture o f  monomers. Under these conditions, Eq. [V.D2] reduces 
to
Therefore (for a 50/50 mixture o f  monomers), we see that the (log o f the) concentration o f 
the product cluster, AraXeb, relative to the reactant cluster, A r,+iXeb-i , is simply 
indicated by the standard free energy change o f the replacement reaction. If  the free 
energy change, AGr°, is negative, then the product cluster is more abundant than the
reactant cluster. And if AGr° is positive, we have the reverse scenario.
We can, o f course, change the relative abundance o f the product and reactant 
clusters by changing the relative concentrations o f the argon and xenon monomers. Here 
we would see different trends compared to what the AGr° values would directly indicate 
(for the simple case o f the 50/50 monomer mixture). In this case, we must return to Eq. 
[V.D2] to calculate the relative concentrations. Increasing the xenon monomer
[V.D3]
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concentration will favor the product cluster, while increasing the argon monomer 
concentration will favor the reactant cluster. The standard free energy change will still, o f 
course, strongly influence the resulting concentrations. Therefore restricting ourselves to 
viewing the trends in AGr° should still be considered as generally advantageous.
As an aid in interpreting the enthalpic and entropic contributions, we give the 
following remarks. (See also Section [H.G].) The standard entropy change for the 
replacement reaction includes contributions from configurational (Sconf) and mixing (Sm;v) 
effects only. More specifically, ASr° is wholly attributable to the differences in the 
configurational entropy and mixing entropy o f  the product and reactant clusters (Eq. 
[H.G8 ]). There is no entropic contribution associated with the pure monomer localization 
entropy, S|0C° , because this value is the same for the reactant and product clusters. (There
are however monomer localization effects in a more general sense. These effects are 
associated with the ease in which a particular (mixed) stoichiometry o f  atoms can be 
“brought together” from free monomers (under standard conditions). By our definition, 
these are the entropic effects accounted for in the mixing entropy (see Section [ILF]).) We 
mentioned above that the replacement reaction destroys and creates an equivalent number 
o f reactant and product gas species. For this reason, there is no net “pV work” associated 
with the replacement reaction. Therefore the enthalpy change, AHr , is equivalent to the 
energy change, A Er. Furthermore, we recall that there is no change in the overall kinetic 
energy (given equipartition in the kinetic energy o f the atoms). Therefore the energy
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change, and thus the enthalpy change is simply the difference in the (thermally averaged) 
potential energies o f the product and reactant clusters.
In Fig. [V.D1] we show the thermodynamic quantities associated with the 
replacement reaction across the stoichiometric series o f  Ar-Xe 7omers at three 
temperatures. The x axes o f these plots indexes the number o f xenon atoms in the product 
cluster, AraXeb . (Therefore, they begin at 1 and not 0 .) For example, at the x axis value 
o f 1 , we have thermodynamic quantities for the replacement reaction, Xe + At7  —*
Ar6Xe + Ar . At 2 , we have values for the reaction, Xe + A r^ e  -* ArjXej + A r , and so 
on. We have included on these plots, the standard Gibbs free energy change, AGr° , the 
enthalpy change, AHr , and the (standard) entropy change, ASr° . Similar to the previous
section, the entropy change is plotted as “negative” in order to present the enthalpic and 
entropic component contributions to the free energy change as additive.
We will look first (in Fig. [V.D1]) at some general trends in the reaction free 
energies. At the lower temperatures (T=20K and T=40K), we see that AGr° is always
negative. This means that the product cluster (which has gained a xenon atom in exchange 
for an argon atom) is always more abundant than the reactant cluster. Thus the energetic 
favorability o f  “xenon-richness” determines the favored direction o f the replacement 
reaction. This is consistent with the general mixed cluster abundance trends discussed in 
the previous section. However, the degree o f  favorability (or spontaneity) o f  this reaction 
is definitely very sensitive to individual cluster structural characteristics. This is 
particularly noticeable at low temperatures.
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At a temperature o f 20K, we see that the first two replacement reactions (at b = 1 
and 2) have characteristically low AGr° and AHr values compared to the rest o f the 
reactions in the stoichiometric series. Figure [V.D2] provides a structural justification for 
the special favorability o f  these two reactions. We note first that the explicit reaction 
equations for these processes are given by Xe + Ar7  -*> Ar6Xe + Ar and Xe + ArgXe -* 
Ar5Xe2  + A r . The reactant cluster in the first replacement reaction is the pure argon 
7omer. Its global minimum structure is the well known bi-capped pentagon (pictured in 
the figure). There are two energetically different atomic positions in this structure, a 4- 
coordinated equatorial position on the “pentagon” and a more highly (6 ) coordinated 
capping position. Mixed 7omers exhibit some minima that are very similar to  this packing 
pattern. (Thus they would be “root structures” o f  the pure 7omer global minimum.) We 
see from Fig. [V.D2] that in the first reaction, we can make an isomer o f  the product 
cluster where the xenon atom assumes one o f the highly coordinated capping positions. 
There are, o f course, energetic benefits to having the more strongly bonding xenon atom in 
the 6 -coordinated position. This structure is (somewhat expectedly) the global minimum 
for the Ar6Xe cluster. In the second reaction, we can form an isomer o f the product 
cluster where the second xenon atom assumes the other highly coordinated capping 
position. This as well, is a highly energetically favorable structure. (It is also the global 
minimum o f ArjXe 2 .)
Upon completion o f the second replacement reaction, we notice, o f  course, that 
there are no more capping positions left. Thus, further xenon replacements (the other
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reactions in the stoichiometric series) will not exhibit such a high degree o f energetic 
favorability. In other words, the drop in cluster potential energy is not as large for these 
reactions as it was for the cases where the “new” xenon atom could assume a highly 
coordinated capping position. Thus we notice in Fig. [V.D1] that it is the enthalpy 
change, in particular, that shows a very sharp contrast across the series. These energetic 
factors are what brings down the value o f the free energy change in the first two 
replacement reactions, making them distinctly favorable compared to  the rest o f the 
reactions in the series.
The replacement reactions at a temperature o f  40K (in Fig. [V.D1]) show different 
thermodynamic trends compared to the case at 20K discussed above. In particular, we 
notice that the distinct favorability o f the first two replacement reactions is no longer 
strongly evident compared to the rest o f the reactions in the series. W e recall that the 
explanation for the trends exhibited at 20K was based on the properties o f  the global 
minimum structures. If  the temperature is high enough, we should expect that the clusters 
will be accessing geometries associated with other higher energy minima. We can show 
that this effect is strongly apparent at 40K.
In Fig. [V.D3] we give the probability in the global minimum for each cluster in 
the Ar-Xe 7omer series at the temperatures o f  20 and 40K. We see that our arguments for 
the special favorability o f  the first two replacement reactions at 20K were justified. Here 
the (product) clusters, Ar6Xe and Ar5Xe2 reside in their respective global minima with 
probabilities o f  about 80% . At 40K, on the other hand, these probabilities have dropped 
drastically down to  about 20% . (The temperature dependence o f the global minimum
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probability for these two clusters is quite sensitive across the range o f 20 to 40K. This is 
shown in Fig. [V.D4].) Thus at this higher temperature, the global minima (which were 
the cause o f the distinct trends at 20K) are no longer strongly contributing to the overall 
thermodynamics o f these clusters.
Though we can explain why the sharp trends at 20K (in Fig. [V.D1]) are not 
exhibited at 40K, the general shape of the trends in AHr (at 40K) is still somewhat 
curious. Furthermore, it is not obvious from the information in this figure (looking at ASr° 
for example) why AHr behaves in this way across the series. We will delay further 
comment on this topic until later in the section, where we will use more detailed 
information.
An important feature in Fig. [V.D1] at T = 100K is the positive value for AGr° at 
the final replacement in the series. This reaction, given by Xe + ArXe6  —* Xe7 + Ar, is no 
longer spontaneous at this temperature (under standard conditions, or as well, for any 
50/50 mixture o f monomers). This is due to the entropic cost o f  bringing together so many 
o f the same type o f  atom (Xe in this case) into the cluster. This general effect was 
discussed in the previous section, where it was identified with the mixing entropy, Sm,x 
Entropic mixing contributions are present at all temperatures (the value o f S^x is also 
independent o f T), but it is not until high temperatures that these effects start to 
dominate the overall trends in the replacement reaction free energy change.
We can see the effect o f  the mixing entropy fairly strongly at 100K. We said 
above that the standard entropy change for the replacement reaction is given by the
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difference in and Sconf o f the product and reactant clusters. At 100K, the mixing 
entropy is the strongest contributor, and A V  shows (roughly) the difference in the 
mixing entropies (o f the product and reactant clusters) across the series. We can see that 
ASr° is positive for the reactions at the argon-rich (the left) side o f  the series. These 
reactions are “mixing” because trading argons for xenons brings the cluster closer to an 
even mixture. The reactions at the xenon-rich (the right) side of the series are “de-mixing”. 
Thus we see negative AS, 0  values for these reactions.
Effects associated with differences in cluster configurational entropies, Sconf , 
become much more important at lower temperatures. At 40K, there can be an appreciable 
contribution from both the mixing and configurational entropic effects. W e remarked 
(above) that the trends in the reaction enthalpy change at this temperature (Fig. [V.D1]) 
do not seem immediately apparent given the trends in the overall entropy change, AS,0.
The AHr values trend consistently upward across argon-rich (left) half o f  the reaction
series and then roll over and flatten out across the xenon-rich (right) side o f  the series.
Yet, the entropy changes for these reactions show the lowest (most “ordering”) values in 
the xenon-rich side o f the series.
In Fig. [V.D5] we give the configurational entropy for each cluster in the Ar-Xe 
7omer series at the temperatures o f  15, 20, and 40K. The Sconf values at 40K show trends 
that are much more consistent with the AHr values in Fig. [V.D1]. The configurational 
entropy drops the most steeply over the argon-rich (left) half of the series. An additional 
xenon atom effects (increases) the average internal structure in the first replacement
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reaction the most strongly. In other words, there is a large difference in SCOnf between the 
product and reactant clusters. This effect is also strong in the second reaction, but less so. 
Though at this temperature there is a low probability in the global minimum for the argon* 
rich clusters, an additional xenon atom makes a big difference in how strongly “intact” 
these clusters are (within their defining volumes). The average configurational changes are 
not as drastic on the xenon-rich (right) half of the series, therefore we see the biggest 
increases in average “bonding” on the argon-rich side o f the reaction series.
These trends (at 40K) were not clear from the overall entropy change in Fig. 
[V.D1], because added to the configurational effects, there are comparably important 
mixing effects. The mixing effects do not indicate the degree o f structural ordering. They 
are therefore not as coupled to average trends in the potential energy of the clusters (as 
the configurational entropy can be). In this case (at 40K) we notice that the trends in 
mixing effects tend to counter (run in the opposite direction of) the trends in the 
configurational effects (in Fig. [V.D5]). Thus at this temperature, the overall entropy 
change does not clearly reveal the internal characteristics o f the clusters.
At 20K, the configurational contribution to  the overall entropy change, ASv°, is 
generally the strongest. For example, at 20K (in Fig. [V.D1]) we see that there is a strong 
peak in -AS, 0  at the product cluster, Ar5Xe2 . The reaction, Xe + Ar6Xe -* ArjXe2 + A r , 
is thus highly “ordering” . This is despite the entropic contribution from mixing effects, 
which for this reaction, serves to increase the entropy.
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The peak in -A S/ at 20K is most strongly attributable to the very special/specific 
structural characteristics o f the ArjXea product cluster, in particular, its global minimum 
geometry (which is important at low temperatures). This geometry/isomer/structure gives 
the cluster a very low configurational entropy due to  its specificity and vibrational 
“tightness”. It is apparent from Fig. [V.D5] that the peak in -A S / at 20K (in Fig. [V.D1]) 
is a result o f the low configurational entropy o f  the Ar3Xe2  product cluster in comparison 
with the reactant Ar6Xe cluster. Furthermore, the minimum in -A S/ (at 20K in Fig. 
[V.D1]) at the product cluster, Ar4 Xe3 , is also partially explained by the low 
configurational entropy o f Ar5Xe2 compared to Ar4 Xe3 . (The minimum in -A S / is also
somewhat enhanced by the fact that this is a mixing reaction, thus the configurational and 
mixing effects work together.) The configurational entropy o f Ar3Xe2 compared to the 
rest o f  the stoichiometric series is fairly striking, particularly at 15K.
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Figure [V.D2]: Important Structures in Favorable Replacement Reactions (Ar-Xe 7omers)
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E: Temperature Dependence o f  a Selected Replacement Reaction 
In this section, we are going to feature the temperature dependence o f  a particular 
replacement reaction. This is a reaction that converts the pure 13 atom argon cluster into a 
product cluster composed o f  12 argon atoms and one xenon atom. This replacement 
process is given by the reaction equation,
Xe + Ara — Arl2Xe + Ar [VE1j
We have remarked previously that the thermodynamic quantities associated with the 
replacement reaction provide an excellent means for the comparison o f  the product and 
reactant clusters. We will show that there are some striking trends in the thermodynamic 
quantities for the particular reaction above. These trends are the result o f  some very 
interesting structural behavior that is exhibited in both o f the clusters, Ar13 and Ar]2 Xe.
We begin with Fig. [V.E1], where we show the standard free energy and enthalpy 
changes, AGr° and AHr , for the replacement reaction (in Eq. [V.E1]) over a temperature 
range o f 15 to 30K. We see in this figure that as the temperature increases, the enthalpy 
change is increasing (it is becoming less negative). This effect alone would serve to 
increase the value for the free energy change. However, AGr° is actually decreasing. In the 
previous section o f  this chapter, we discussed some cluster chemical reactions that 
displayed special favorability due to energetic attributes. Here, we have a case o f  entropic 
favorability.
1 7 3
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If  we look at a wider range o f temperature, we uncover more interesting behavior. 
In Fig. [V.E2], we show the thermodynamic trends for this reaction out to a temperature 
o f 70K. In addition to AGr° and AHr , we include the standard entropy change, ASf°,
which is again plotted as “negative” to show the enthalpic and entropic components as 
additive contributions to the free energy change. Starting at low T, we see a big increase in 
ASr° as the temperature increases into the low 30’s. As the temperature is further 
increased, the entropy change then drastically decreases (through the mid to high 30’s). 
We can also see that these patterns are somewhat “mirrored” by the trends in the 
enthalpy change. However the enthalpic and entropic contributions are not completely 
compensating (because AGr° is not constant over the temperature range). The strong 
features that we see in Fig. [V.E2] in the vicinity o f 30K are also associated with the 
irregularities that were observed in ASf° and AHf in Fig. [V.C4].
The question at this point should be how to explain these trends in terms o f the 
structure o f the product and/or reactant clusters participating in this reaction. Often, 
peculiar trends in cluster behavior are the result o f some characteristic traits o f the global 
minimum. For this reason, we will start with a look at the global minimum of the product 
cluster, Ar12Xe. We give this structure in Fig. [V.E3]. The atomic arrangement is 
somewhat similar to  the global minimum o f  the pure 13 atom cluster and it is thus classed 
as an icosahedral root structure (see Section [V. A]). In this geometry, the xenon atom is 
positioned on the surface, which allows the remaining argon atoms to pack tightly into an 
energy efficient, nearly icosahedral pattern.
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We attempt to assess the importance of the ArI2Xe global minimum by tracking 
the probability o f  this structure in our simulations. We show the results in Fig. [V.E4], at 
the top. In this figure we give the probability as a function o f  temperature. We see, o f  
course, that the global minimum is thermodynamically important through a range at low 
temperature. However, the probability (in the global minimum) drops off steeply in the 
vicinity o f 30K. This is roughly the temperature regime in which the entropy change for 
the replacement reaction exhibited its biggest increase. We can therefore say that the 
features in the trends in Figs. [V.E1] and [V.E2] are not attributable to the global 
minimum o f the Ar^Xe product cluster (directly). Thus, we look elsewhere for 
information.
It is reasonable to assume that the unique thermodynamic behavior might have 
something to do with the single xenon atom in the product cluster. For this reason, we 
have also tracked (in the simulations) the average xenon coordination. In other words, we 
have counted the average number of nearest neighbors around the xenon atom. (Our 
nearest neighbor criterion is an atomic separation, in the quenched structure, o f 1 . 1  
multiplied by the LJ pair equilibrium distance or less.) We show the results in the lower 
part o f Fig. [V.E4] where the average xenon coordination is given as a function o f 
temperature. The trend is flat across the low temperature regime where the global 
minimum structure dominates. As the temperature is further increased, we see a sharp rise 
which indicates that the xenon atom is (on average) becoming increasingly surrounded by 
the argon atoms. Furthermore, this effect peaks at a little above 30K.
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The results in Fig. [V.E4] indicate that increased xenon coordination in the product 
cluster is coincident with the strong thermodynamic features in Fig. [V.E2]. In fact we 
have found one type o f structure, with a high xenon coordination, that appears to 
dominate at temperatures around 30K. We give its minimized geometry in Fig. [V.ES], 
This is a xenon-central structure which exhibits the maximum coordination o f 12 
surrounding argon atoms. Compared to the global minimum, this is a relatively high 
entropy structure due to its “sloppyness” . The argon atoms can loosely “roll around” the 
surface o f the large xenon atom. Thus, the vibrational phase space associated with this 
minimum is very large compared to typical cluster minima. (In other words, we can 
imagine this minimum as being very “wide” ) Furthermore, the energy o f this structure is 
reasonably low. This is because there will always be a potential energy contribution from 
the maximum number o f relatively strong Ar-Xe near neighbor pair bonds. The combined 
attributes o f  high entropy and reasonably low energy are what serve to make this 
structure so common.
There are actually several distinct minima that have a 12 coordinated xenon atom. 
The differences are from how the argons set up (“roll into each other”) upon 
minimization. They obviously will all look roughly similar. We have therefore grouped 
them together and simply refer to them collectively, as the “ 1 2  coordinated xenon 
structure”.
In our quenching studies, we have tracked the probability o f  this 12 coordinated 
xenon structure over a range o f temperature. The results are given in Fig. [V.E6 ], We first 
notice that the trends in this figure are consistent with the trends in average xenon
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coordination in Fig. [V.E4], The probability o f  the 12 coordinated xenon structure is low 
at the low temperatures where the global minimum dominates. It is also low at high 
temperatures where it is out-numbered by the many variants o f less organized structures 
that are higher in energy. We show a representative structure from this temperature 
regime above the curve in Fig. [V.E6 ]. It is still somewhat “xenon-centric” and is 
coordinated by 10 o f the argon atoms. The probability of the twelve coordinated xenon 
structure thus exhibits a maximum. It is centered in the low 30’s, which is the same 
temperature regime where we observed the highest values o f ASr° in the replacement
reaction. Here it comprises half o f all o f the structures exhibited in the A r^X e cluster. We 
therefore take the 1 2  coordinated xenon structure to be representative o f  this temperature 
regime.
We argued that the 12 coordinated xenon structure should be a high entropy 
structure compared to the global minimum o f A rI2 Xe. This means that the configurational 
entropy o f the product cluster, upon reaching temperatures in the low 30’s, should be 
increased considerably. This is consistent with the trends in the standard entropy change 
in the replacement reaction, where we observed an increase in ASr° (through this 
temperature regime). This argument relies on the provision that the entropy o f the 
reactant Ati3  cluster remains comparatively low as the temperature is increased through 
this range. From what we know o f the pure 13 atom argon cluster, this is reasonable 
because it exists in its low entropy icosahedral form at these temperatures. (See Section 
PV.A].)
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We have not, however, addressed the subsequent decrease in A V  that is observed
as the temperature is increased through the mid and high 30’s. But, continuing our 
considerations involving the Ar13 reactant cluster, we cite the possibility that the entropy 
increase that it exhibits when it leaves its icosahedral global minimum could be the cause. 
This entropy increase must o f  course be large enough to make the entropy o f  the product 
cluster low by comparison.
We can quantify all o f  these arguments in terms o f hard values for the 
configurational entropy. We also note that any changes (with temperature) in the standard 
entropy change, ASr° , for the replacement reaction can only result from changes in the 
configurational entropy, Sconf , o f the product and reactant clusters. This is because the 
mixing entropy, (which is the other entropic contribution associated with the 
replacement reaction), is independent o f temperature. (See Sections [ILF] and [II.G].)
We give in Fig. [V.E7], the configurational entropies o f the reactant (A rI3) and 
product (Ar,2 Xe) clusters as a function of temperature. Using this figure, we can 
summarize the thermodynamic featuresftehavior observed in Fig. [V.E2].
Starting at low temperature (15K), we see that the Ar12Xe cluster has a similar, 
but slightly lower configurational entropy than the Ar) 3  cluster. As temperature is 
increased, the product Ar,2Xe cluster assumes the “sloppy” high entropy xenon-central 
structures. (The structural transition is portrayed in the figure.) At temperatures in the 
low 30’s, the figure does in fact show that the product Arl2Xe cluster has become 
considerably higher in configurational entropy compared to the reactant Ar13 cluster,
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which is still in its icosahedral form. Thus, in moving through this temperature regime 
(from 15K to the low 30’s), the entropy change, ASr° , for the replacement reaction 
increases and then ultimately reaches its maximum value (due to the entropic favorability 
o f the product cluster).
As temperature is further increased into the mid 30’s, the Sconf curves start to 
close back on each other and then ultimately cross. This is where the pure A ti3 cluster 
enters its phase transition (which is also structurally portrayed in the figure). This phase 
transition, which is centered at about 34K (see Section [IV.A]), is what causes A V  to 
decrease through the mid and high 30’s (due to the entropy increase o f the reactant 
cluster). The reactant cluster ultimately becomes the more entropically favored. Figure 
[V.E7] clearly shows that, by 40K, the many defective structures o f the liquid-like Ati3 
cluster are (collectively) high in configurational entropy compared to the “xenon-centric” 
structures exhibited by the Ar^Xe cluster.
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Replacement Reaction 









Figure [V.E1]: Temperature Dependence o f the Thermodynamics o f a Selected 
Replacement Reaction (I)
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Replacement Reaction 
Xe + Ar13 - *  A r12Xe + Ar
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Figure [V.E2]: Temperature Dependence o f  the Thermodynamics o f  a Selected 
Replacement Reaction (II)
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Ar12Xe Global Minimum
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Figure [V.E4]: Probability in the Global Minimum and Average Xenon Coordination 
as a Function o f  Temperature for A rI2Xe
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Ar^Xe 12 Coordinated Xe Minimum
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Figure [V.ES]: A r ^ X e  12 Coordinated X enon Structure
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F: Thermodynamic and Structural Properties o f  Ar^Xe«
In this section, we are going to feature the mixed Ar3Xeg cluster. We will begin 
with an exposition o f  some o f its thermodynamic properties which contrast quite 
strongly with other clusters. Unlike most LJ clusters, there are conditions for which we 
can show that this cluster exhibits a (local) maximum in abundance in the size trends. 
Later in this section we will discuss and compare some o f this cluster’s unique structural 
traits.
In Section [V.C] we discussed some o f the conditions under which certain 
structurally significant pure clusters can exhibit a local maximum in abundance (magic 
numbers) as cluster size is varied. Here we extend this investigation to mixed clusters. We 
wish to characterize local maxima in abundance in simple terms o f  standard formation free 
energies. Using arguments given in the Sections [V.C] and [II.E], the concentration (Eq. 
[V.C1]) o f a mixed cluster, Ar,Xeb , is given by
whenever the Ar and Xe monomers are each at a partial pressure that is equivalent to the 
standard pressure. We proceed, as before, by varying the standard pressures and relating 
them to corresponding monomer pressures. As cluster size trends are assessed, any 
(local) minimum in AGf° will indicate a local maximum in abundance. It is seen that this 
characterization is naturally adapted for 50/50 monomer mixtures.
[V.F1]
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Our goal is to investigate the mixed Ar3Xeg cluster. We will compare it to other 
cluster sizes by taking two simple slices through the array of mixed cluster 
stoichiometries. In one case, we consider all clusters that contain 8  xenon atoms. These 
clusters will vary in size by their stoichiometric number o f argon atoms. The other case is 
for the series o f all mixed clusters that contain 3 argon atoms, these will thus vary in size 
by their xenon content.
In Fig. [V.F1] (at the top) we give the standard formation free energies for all 
mixed clusters o f the type, AraXe8  . Here the cluster size sequentially varies from 8  to 14 
total atoms. The conditions are for a temperature o f 25K and a standard pressure of 
5x1 O' 9  atm . Moving across the size series, we see a strong minimum in AGf° (and
therefore a maximum in abundance) at the 11 atom Ar3Xe8 cluster. At the bottom of Fig. 
[V.F1], we show the other size series (the type, Ar3Xeb) for the conditions, T = 25K and 
p° = 5x 10* m  atm . Again, a minimum in AGf° is seen at Ar3 Xe8 . Most pure and mixed LJ
clusters do not show features such as this at any temperature or standard pressure. Given 
that Ar3 Xe8  exhibits a maximum in abundance over size trends, we qualify this cluster as a 
“mixed magic number”.
We continue our analysis o f  Ar3Xe8 by comparing it to other 11 atom mixed 
clusters. We have shown in previous sections that the thermodynamics o f  the 
replacement reaction can be quite sensitive to structural differences amongst mixed 
clusters o f the same number o f  atoms. A study o f this reaction over the stoichiometric
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series o f  Ar-Xe 1 lomers is presented in Fig. [V.F2], Results are given for the standard 
free energy, enthalpy, and entropy changes at a temperature o f 20K.
At this temperature, this stoichiometric series shows a lot o f  interesting behavior. 
We draw attention, specifically, to the minima in AHr and AGr° at the product cluster, 
Ar3 Xe8  . The minimum in AHr is particularly striking. It is seen that this high degree o f 
“exothermicity” is achieved at a pronounced decrease in entropy, as we note the minimum 
in AJv° (maximum in -ASr°). Part o f this entropy change is due to  the fact that this
particular replacement reaction (coming from the reactant cluster, Ar4Xe7 ) is a 
“de-mixing” reaction. But this mixing contribution is only a small part o f the overall 
entropy change.
We can explain some of the effects seen at the Ar3Xeg product cluster much more 
clearly in terms o f the configurational entropy, which can be strongly coupled to cluster 
energetics. We give, in Fig. [V.F3], Sco„f for the Ar-Xe Homer series at 20K. It is obvious, 
from these trends, that Ar3Xeg exhibits the highest degree of internal structural order. 
Furthermore, from our quenching studies, we have found that this cluster resides in its 
global minimum with a 97% probability (at 20K). Therefore, we can attribute these 
pronounced structural and energetic traits to a very specific and very special geometry.
We show the global minimum geometry o f Ar3 Xe8 in Fig. [V.F4]. This somewhat 
unusual stoichiometry is, actually, exactly what is needed to form a very symmetric 
structure with a high number o f near neighbor bonds. In this geometry, there is a 
10 coordinated, central argon atom. Above and below the central atom (upper view in Fig.
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[V.F4]) are two staggered “squares” o f xenon atoms. (The xenons are the comers o f the 
squares.) Each o f  the xenon squares has an outer argon capping atom. This very spatially 
efficient bonding arrangement gives rise, o f course, to a structure o f very low potential 
energy.
The atomic arrangement (packing) is quite atypical compared to what is normally 
seen in pure LJ clusters. If  we re-minimize the Ar3Xe8 global minimum coordinates using 
the pair interactions for the pure 1 1  atom argon cluster (a procedure described in Section 
[V.A]), we obtain the very similar looking pure argon minimum given on the left side o f 
Fig. [V.F5]. Though the geometry is very symmetric and “non-defective” in appearance, 
many o f the near neighbor pair distances are non-optimal. This structure thus suffers 
from what is termed, “high strain energy”70, a factor that serves to make it unimportant in 
the overall thermodynamics o f the pure cluster. In our simulations o f Ari i , we never 
found this minimum over the course o f our extensive periodic quenching. We did obtain a 
few somewhat similar structures. An example is given on the right o f Fig. [V.F5]. Notice 
that it lacks the “central” atom. The mixed atom “size mismatch” in the Ar3 Xe8 global 
minimum is definitely a key ingredient to the success o f its geometry.
The energetic distinction (i.e. very low energy) o f the global minimum o f Ar3 Xe8  
compared to its other higher energy minima is similar to the distinction exhibited in the 
pure LJi3 cluster (see Section [IV. A]). We show this in Fig. [V.F6 ] where we give the 
energy diagram o f Ar3 Xe8 potential minima. There is a fairly large energy gap between the 
global minimum and the most o f the rest o f  the local minima. There are, however, a 
handful o f minima that lie between the global minimum and the high density region of
190
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higher energy minima. We give two representative examples o f  these minima in Fig.
[V.F6 ], They are not as symmetric as the global minimum. They are, however, somewhat 
special in the sense that they have a highly coordinated central atom and a high number o f 
near neighbor bonds amongst the outer atoms.
When we re-minimize the coordinates o f  these minima as if  they were pure argon 
clusters, they produce the pure Aru global minimum geometry. We show a comparison o f 
one o f  these mixed minima and the Arn global minimum in Fig. [V.F7], The pure and 
mixed minima are similar in that they both have highly coordinated central atoms. An 
interesting contrast, on the other hand, is that the mixed cluster is far more space efficient 
than the pure global minimum. As for the global minimum geometry, this is achieved 
because o f the mismatch in the sizes o f Ar and Xe atoms. The pure global minimum 
geometry can roughly be described as an icosahedral Ar )3  which is missing two of its shell 
atoms. In the mixed case, if the central atom is argon, we notice that the big xenons on the 
outside are effective at filling up space that would otherwise be exposed if all of the outer 
atoms were argons.
As a further characterization o f Ar3 Xe8 and its important minima, we give in Fig. 
[V.F8 ] the cluster heat capacity as a function o f temperature. Compared to many other 
clusters, Ar3 Xe8 gives a fairly well defined peak. This is a result o f the large energy 
separation o f the global minimum from most o f the rest o f  the other minima, which was 
noted in Fig. [V.F6 ]. T he transition, however, is not quite as sharp as in the case for pure 
LJi3. This is due to the other low energy local minima which were mentioned above. We 
noted that these minima “re-minimize” to the pure A rn global minimum, so they can be
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termed as “roots” o f this structure. Also included in Fig. [V.F8 ], are the (combined) 
probability o f these root structures and the probability in the global minimum. It is seen 
that the heat capacity peak is coincident with both the transition out o f  the global 
minimum (on the low temperature side o f the peak) as well as transitions out o f  the root 
structures into the more numerous higher energy minima (on the high temperature side o f 
the peak).
The figure shows that there is a temperature regime where the root structures are 
very important to the thermodynamics o f  the cluster, which is centered around 40K. 
Unlike the case for Ar2Xen however, (see Section [V.A]) these structures do not 
exclusively dominate the thermodynamics separate from the global minimum and the high 
energy minima. This is because the energy separation between the root structures and the 
high energy minima is not large enough.
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Mixed Magic Numbers
Ar/Xe Gas Mixture 
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Figure [V.F1]: Ar-Xe Mixed Cluster M agic Numbers
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Replacement Reaction: Ar-Xe 11 omers 
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Figure [V.F2]: Thermodynamics o f  the Replacement Reaction 
for 11 Atom Ar-Xe Mixed Clusters
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Figure [V.F3]: Configurational Entropy o f  11 Atom Ar-Xe Mixed Clusters
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Global Minimum
Figure [V.F4]: The Global Minimum of A ^X es
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Figure [V.F6 ]: Energy Diagram and Important Structures for A ^X es
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